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Menace II Society
Juveniles say movie motivated murder
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Four
teen-age boys told police an
afternoon of drinking and watching a film about Los Angeles
gang violence inspired them to
shoot one teen-ager to death.
wound another and steal a car,
police said.
Three 16-year-olds and a
14-year-old admitted they killed a
high school athlete who was driving home from work Sunday
night and two hours later shot a
19-year-old man taking his date
home, McCracken County Sheriff
Frank Augustus said Wednesday.
"They felt they could kill people or steal vehicles and it didn't
matter because if they get caught,

they won't do any time because
they're juveniles," Augustus
said.
In statements to police, the
boys said they decided to steal as
many cars and shoot as many of
their drivers as they could after
watching the movie "Menace II
Society" on Sunday afternoon.
"They had a .38 (caliber pistol) with six shells and fully
intended to go out and stop cars,
steal the car and shoot anyone in
it who could identify them until
they ran out of bullets," Augustus said.
The boys were ordered held at
a juvenile detention center in
Owensboro pending a hearing

ii They felt they could kill people or steal
vehicles and it didn't matter because if
they get caught, they won't do any time
because they're juveniles. 95
...Sheriff Frank Augustus
Wednesday to determine whether
the three 16-year-olds will be
tried as adults, possibly exposing
two to the death penalty.
Under state law, the I4-year
old must be handled in juvenile
court and authorities may not dis-

close the names of juvenile
offenders.
Two of the 16-year-olds were
harged with first-degree counts
of murder, kidnapping, theft and
assault. The 14-year-old was

charged with complicity to those
crimes. The fourth boy may not
have been with the others when
the crimes were planned and was
charged only with first-degree
robbery, Augustus said.
Although the boys claimed
they were members of the Crips
gang, Augustus said there is no
evidence of gang involvement.
James Allen Pearson, a track
and soccer star at Lone Oak High
School, was driving home from
his job at a restaurant around
11:30 p.m. CST Sunday when his
attackers hijacked his car and and
shot him. His body was found
outside a Paducah residence at
6:30 a.m. Monday.

"He was a very good kid.
Never any trouble with him whatsoever. All his friends in school,
his teachers talked very highly of
him," Augustus said.
Around 1:20 a.m. Monday.
Matthew Fiorentini was driving
his girlfriend home when his car
became mired in snow as he tried
to pass the Buick that had been
taken from Pearson, Fiorentini,
19, told police two men got out
of the Buick and shot him in the
chest and back as he tried to
shield the girl.
Fiorentini was released from
Lourdes Hospital. His girlfriend
III See Page 2

Forum explores park funding
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
About 75 people flocked to the
Murray Woman's Club Wednesday night for a community-wide
meeting to discuss the renovation
of the Murray-Calloway County
Park.
They were met by Dr. Rob
Williams, chairman of the parks
board, who was armed with cost
estimates for renovation, charts
outlining the park's master plan
and a slide presentation showing
the physical state of the park.
"The Woman's Club is very
much wanting to see improvements in the park," said Martha
Andrus, president of the
Woman's Club. "The main prob-

lem is getting enough funds. We
wanted to get people together to
discuss what we can do and give
you someone to talk to about getting it done."
Williams said the city and the
county each give about $40,000
each year to the park and $50,000
comes from fees.
"We have a budget of about
$150.000, which is short in maintaining the status quo," he said.
-That's why we are asking for
the community's help. We want
to make this system work."
At the prompting of City
Councilman Tommy Sanders,
Williams told the group about inkind projects that the city and
county do for the parks.

"The city and county will come
in with their equipment to do
things and no money will change
hands," he said.
In spite of the city and county's help, Williams said improvements are desperately needed at
the parks.
"One of the things our parks
lack are trails for walking and
Jogging.' he said. "The point is,
parks need trails for nding bikes
and pushing baby carriages.
"Also, we need to move the
Pony League baseball field from
the old park because it is too
close to the street," Williams
said.
.Barbara Brandon told the

group that girl softball players
have suffered greatly because of
the park's condition.
"They have been all over the
park," she said. -They are off
Arcadia Drive now and the parking is hornblc and there are no
lights. What are you going to do
for them?"
Ann Uddberg said that girls
softball is not the only group
having difficulties.
"There are 325 people playing
soccer in the fall and there are no
bathrooms or lights," Uddherg
said.
Williams admitted that there
are several groups that have been
without lights or proper playing
See Page 2
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AMY WILSON/L..4., I Times photo
Barbara Tompkins, right, talks with Gary McIntire of Murphy Recreation
Co., about new playground equipment for the Murray-Calloway County
Park during Wednesday night's forum sponsored by the Murray
Woman's Club.

Senate urges lifting trade embargo against Vietnam
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
big step toward reconciliation
with a former enemy, the Senate
voted today to urge the Clinton
administration to lift the twodecade-old trade embargo against
Vietnam.

"If we don't proceed forward
we can lose the ability to get the
answers we are geuing today"
about Americans still missing
from the Vietnam War, said Sen.
John Kerry, D-Mass.
The 62-38 vote urging that the
sanctions be lifted expeditiously
endorses recent moves by the

Clinton administration to normalize trade relations with the Hanoi
government. American businesses
as well have been actively lobbying for access to the Vietnamese
market.
Among key supponers of the
amendment to the State Department authorization bill were

Vietnam veterans, including Kerry and Sen. John McCain, RAriz., who spent six years in
North Vietnam prisoner of war
camps.
Most of the major veterans
organizations and the POW-MIA
family groups have strongly
opposed any concessions to

Shake-up
at Justice
Department
WASHINGTON (AP) — In a
surprise move, Deputy Attorney
General Philip Heymann resigned
today, citing different "operating
and management styles" from
Attorney General Janet Reno.
Another top Reno aide also
resigned. The Attorney General
said Lula Rodriguez. under Justice Department investigation in
connection with a vote fraud case
in Miami, had resigned to pursue
"other opportunities" which
Reno did not specify.
Reno and Heymann both
denied that there was any policy
difference between them, and no
single incident that led to his
decision to resign now. They said
they had been discussing their
"chemistry" for weeks. Reno
II See Page 2

Vietnam until they are assured
that Hanoi is cooperating fully in
the search for missing American
servicemen.
Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H., the
leading opponent of lifting sanctions, said family members "are
petrified that this amendment is
going to pass and they will lose

the leverage they have to get the
answers about their loved ones."
The Senate voted 58-42 against
a separate amendment introduced
by Smith stating that the embargo
should be lifted only after the
president certifies that Vietnam
• See Page 2

School plans
to make up days
By AMY WILSON
Stall Writer

MARK YOUNGAitega& TIMM Ph0#0
Dark-tired tobacco buyers turned out Wednesday at Farris Grain and Tobacco for the second sale in Murray. The average price was 9229 39 per hundrechvelght, bringing In 91,336,757.37. Total pounds sold was
$82,750.

MEETINGS
IN Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7.30 p.m. in the council
chambers at City Hall
• The Burns Supper will be held in
the Curris Center Ballroom at 7 p.m. Friday. Call 762-6888 for reservations.

SPECIAL
II The 57th Annual Campus Lights
will open tonight in Lovett Auditorium at
8 p.m and continue through Jan. 30.
The Sunday performance begins at 3.30
pm This year's theme is 'Business
Before Pleasure.' Tickets ara $5 for
adults and $3 for students arid serior
citizens For reservations call 762-4288.
Proceeds are used for music
scholarships.

SPORTS
II Chris Cheaney returned to the Murray
High lineup, and the Tigers avoided an
upset by downing Ballard Memorial
66-64 at the AJI-A regional tournament
Wecttesday niVit at LaCenter

Although Calloway County
students may have enjoyed a
break from school because of last
week's snow and ice storm, they
will probably have to make up
the days at the end of the
semester.
"We have missed five days and
we are unsure at this point what
will happen, but we assume we
will have to make it up at the
end," said Calloway County High
School Principal Jerry Ainley.
Ainley told members of the
Calloway High School Site-Based
Council during Wednesday's
meeting that the students have all
been warned so they can make
changes in their plans.
"Our calendar will call for us
to get out May 26," Ainley said.

"At this point, finals and graduation will be moved up, but I think
we are letting people know early
enough so they can make any
changes in travel."
Ainley said if another day is
missed, the make-up day would
be added to the end of the school
year. If seven days are missed,
students will attend school Feb.
14, which is scheduled for a
teacher in-service day.
Students would have to attend
school during Mini-Break if eight
or nine days are missed.
"After that, it is very likely
that we could get into June," Ainley said.
Parents will have an opportunity to discuss topics such as
missed school days, curriculum,
III See Page 2
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Super Bowl revives fight over emblem•Shake-up...
nald, pastor of First lconium
Baptist Church.
The potential embarrassment to
this proud city of the New South
moved Gov. Zell Miller last year
to try to force the Legislature to
change the flag. But he met fierce
resistance around the state, and
when the Georgia House braked.
the idea appeared dead.
Those who find the flag offensive view as Confederate insignia
as a symbol of Deep South racism. The Legislature added the
Confederate symbol in 1956 in a
gesture of defiance over the U.S.
Supreme Court's school desegregation ruling.
Defenders say it honors the

state's history.
With about 2,000 out-of-town
journalists looking for something
to write about before the Dallas
Cowboys meet the Buffalo Bills
on Sunday, a group of ministers
announced plans Wednesday for
an anti-flag demonstration Sunday, and invited National Football League players to join them.
"The players must understand
that whether they want to be or
not, they are being used to suppon a racist past," McDonald
said.
Bruce Smith of the Buffalo
Bills said he and his teammates
don't like the idea of playing
under the Confederate symbol.

but be planned to focus on
football
"Racism exisu, period," said
Smith, who is black. "It's unfortunate. It's ignorance. It offends

Sen. Bob Kerrey, D-Neb., who
lost a leg in Vietnam, spoke of
the lingering doubts and animosity among veterans and family
members, but said lifting the
embargo was in the best interests
of both the families and the
United States.

to end these sanctions but it is
not time for us to stop fighting
for the freedom of the Vietnamese people."

However, it has insisted that
lifting of the trade embargo, and
at the next stage, establishment of
diplomatic relations, would not
Lake place unless it was certain
Vietnam was doing all it could to
account for the remains of
Americans.
More than 1,600 of the 2,238
Americans still missing from the
war in Indochina were in
Vietnam. Almost all the others
were in Laos and Cambodia.

III Senate...
FROM PAGE 1
has provided the United States
"with the fullest possible unilateral resolution of all cases."
McCain, speaking quietly
about his own experience as a
POW, recalled "going to sleep
every night memorizing" the
names of fellow inmates so that
no one would be left behind at
the end of the war. "Every name
that I knew of has been
accounted for," McCain said.
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KIRIS assessments and KERA at
tonight's open forum/nominating
meeting at 7 p.m. in the high
school cafeteria.
"We told faculty to encourage
people to attend," Ainley said.
"We are going to throw it open
for questions and comments. If
teachers want to come and laud

can be locked
at for out year
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Premium Deferred Annuity plans.

us with praise, that's fine."
In addition to the open forum,
nominations will be accepted for
a vacant parent position on the
council. The position was formerly occupied by Robbie Ann Hale,
who was appointed to the Calloway County school board in
November.
"After the nominating meeting,
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facilities, but the problem is
adequate funding.
"Parking and lighting are all
weak areas," he said. "The tennis
courts have no lights either."
Williams said the Woman's
Club has helped with the color
scheme throughout the park,
which has made things more
uniform.
"One problem we are having is
with garbage containers because
we don't have enough," he said.
"In the summer, we have to empty them nearly twice a day. Also,
they have to be chained down in
order to prevent being knocked
over."
Other problems include landscaping that has not been maintained, a baseball field drinking
fountain that is always flooded, a
baseball complex that needs roofing and painting and lack of parking facilities.
"There are very few facilities
for retired people," Williams
said. "You know the park acts as
a vacation spot for some people
who can't afford to go to a resort.
We need to take care of them.
"We need more picnic tables
and more benches. When the new
pavilion across from the community theater is reserved, the
most common question asked is
where the playground facilities
are," Williams said. "I'd like to
place some equipment near the
pavilion.
Karen Isaacs asked Williams if
name changes were possible to
separate the two parks.
"It is very confusing to move

restroom floor mats at the pool,
development of the new Bee
Creek area, telephone pole fencing and a used garbage pick-up
cart.
The Woman's Club has begun
several projects that will create
funds for the park, including Pennies for the Park. In addition,
printed sweatshirts are on sale.
The club is also sponsoring a
Raise the Roof Dinner and Roast
Feb. 24.
"Some of the money will go
toward repairing the clubhouse
roof, but the majority will go to
the park," Andrus said. "This will
be a night of good fun."
Andrus said a $500 cash prize
will be given away, as well as
smaller cash prizes.
"We will be roasting Peggy
Billington, Walt Apperson and
Bob McGaughey," Andrus said.
"This is something everyone can
enjoy."

into a community and hear different things such as city park,
county park, old park and new
park," she said. "Is there any way
to make them different so people
can tell them apart?"
Williams said that making different designations, as well as
new names, would be a good
idea.
Barbara Tompkins suggested
that if a donor matches a set figure, he could have the park
named after him.
"The Woman's Club getting
involved is a funding mechanism
for us," Williams said. "We also
plan to approach industry."
The Items on Williams' list
ranged from SIO in order to paint
the baseball scoreboard to
$100,000 for trail development.
Among the other necessary
items are new light fixtures, new
signage for the swimming pool,

FROM PAGE 1
was not injured.
Authorities said an anonymous
tip led them to detain one boy
late Tuesday. A second, learning
that authorities were searching
for him, surrendered to a Paducah
police detective. That led to the
arrests of two other boys on
Wednesday, Augustus said.
Augustus said none of the boys
was repentant about the
shootings.
"We sat in here from probably
5 last night (Tuesday) to 6 this
morning talking to these kids and
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additional day they would like to
leave early," Ainley said. "I anticipate they will be turned in
quickly."
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Currently, CCHS teachers are
required to stay at the school
until 3:45 p.m. Monday through
Thursday. Teachers can leave at
2:45 p.m. Friday.
Students riding buses are dismissed at 2:35 p.m., followed
five minutes later by the car
students.
"I told the teachers during a
faculty meeting to submit an

•Park...
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The Most Complete News Coverage
of Calloway County!

Murray

The two were asked if Reno
was displeased over the length of
time Heymann spent on some of
the matters she gave him to
handle. Heymann said, "I doubt
it." And the department handed
out a list of dozen accomplishments of the deputy's office
under his tenure.

when all the seats of the council
will be up for election.
In other business, the council:
•Discussed the difficulties
teachers are having with math
portfolios.
"Any time you have a threeyear math requirement and
assessment during the senior
year, you are going to run into
difficulties," Ainley said. "I will
talk with the math teachers and
get suggestions on how to handle
the situation."
•Discussed the length of a
teacher's school day.

there will be another meeting
later so the parents can vote,"
Ainley said. "The new member
will be elected by a majority vote
of the parents."
Ainley said he has been concerned with the parental response
in the past and would like to get
more people involved.
"Quite frankly, we haven't had
good participation from parents,"
he said. "You can assume that
people must be satisfied with the
way things are going."
The new parent member will
serve until April 30, which is

a.m.- 8 p.m. NA. 4 a.m.- 7 p.m. Nun 1-5 p.m.
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Justice Department sources,
who declined to be identified by
name, have said for several
weeks that there has been tension
between Reno and Heymann. As
an example of the MAW, they
said that Reno once dressed Heymann down in front of subordinates. They declined to identify
the matter involved.

He offered to stay until a successor was chosen, but told the
news conference he would not
linger as an ineffective "lame
duck" and expected to be back
teaching at Harvard by summer.
Reno, a former state prosecutor, has relied heavily on Heymann and his long federal government experience, referring
many major matters to his office,
including a review of mandatory
minimun criminal sentences, a
review of the bloody siege of the
Branch Davidian complex in
Waco, Texas, and the internal
investigation of Rodriquez, which
was later transferred to the
department's internal watchdog
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unit.
Heymann said he first raised
the nsanagernent difficulties with
Reno in early January and she
raised it again earlier this week.
"I said, 'I don't think it's
working, what do you think?"
Reno said of her conversation
with Heymann.
Heymann said: "Six seconds
after that, we were talking about
how to unravel it in a way that
would make sense for the
department."

II School...

Moist

guaranteed rate

He added that the United
States must continue pressing
Vietnam on its human rights
abuses. "I believe is time for us

The administration last year
took initial Steps to break down
the wall with Vietnam by permitting American businesses to set
up offices in Vietnam and supporting a move to allow Vietnam
to gain access to international
loans.

FROM PAGE 1
called the decision "very
mutual:*
Heymann. a Harvard law professor who headed Justice's criminal division during the Carter
administration, wrote President
Clinton in a letter delivered
today, "The attorney general has
concluded that our operational
and management styles are too
different for us to function fully
effectively as a management

In recent weeks community
leaders have tried to get the NFL
and state officials to remove the
flag for the game. Some accuse
the NFL of hypocrisy, noting the
league stnpped Phoenix of last
year's Super Bowl after Amens
refused to adopt a holiday honoring Martin Luther King Jr.
But league officials call it a
local dispute, and city and state
officials seem reluctant to reopen
old wounds.

DMIa4Z1-11lill
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ATLANTA (AP) — A scene
long dreaded by Atlanta's civic
boosters could take place at the
Super Bowl this weekend: Civil
rights leaders are threatening protests over the flying of the stale
flag with its Confederate battle
emblem at the Georgia Dome.
Cameras, tape recorders and
thousands of journalists from
around the world are likely to be
there at the state-owned football
stadium when it happens.
We see this Super Bowl as a
prelude to the 1996 Olympics,
and it would be a shame and a
disgrace to stand under this flag
ishen the world comes to Atlanu," said the Rev. Tim McDo-
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none of them ever showed any
remorse whatsoever. It's like,
'Big deal, I shot someone and
took someone's life," Augustus
said.
"Menace 11 Society," released
last year, examines the violent
street culture in parts of Los
Angeles. It depicts two deadly
car-jacking scenes and the casual
killing of a shopkeeper during a
robbery.

CLARIFICATION
Because of incorrect informa
bon .provided to the Ledger and
Times, it was reported that Kenny
Hammonds was to appear before
the state parole board this month.
In fact, the verdict in Hammonds'
case was reversed and remanded
by the Kentucky Court of Appeals in May 1993. According to
William H. Eddy, assistant public
advocate, a retrial will be up to
the discretion of Calloway County court officials.
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No sacred cows found in health plan
Congress three months ago specified Jan. I, 1998, as the deadline.
But White House Press Secretary
Des Dee Myers said Wednesday
the timetable is "something that
has to be worked out."
Clinton's proposed employer
mandate, which has stirred such
opposition from Republicans and
small-business groups, also could
disappear or be watered down in
the ultimate congressional
compromise.
Myers said the Clinton team
concluded that making all
employers pay for health insurance was "the best option. If
somebody comes up with a better
idea, we'll look at it."
Mrs. Clinton, in a frank
exchange last week with hospital
and insurance executives, confided that neither the controver-

WASHINGTON (AP) — His
bottom line may still be health
care that's always there, but President Clinton now is wide open to
suggestions on how to get from
here to there.
The White House makes it
clear there's nothing sacred in
any of the details of the
I,342-page plan that Hillary Rodham Clinton, domestic policy
adviser Ira Magaziner and squads
of specialists spent so much time
working on last year.
The mandatory health
alliances, the caps on insurance
premiums, even Clinton's bedrock proposal that all employers
pay for health insurance — all
are open to negotiation, administration officials say.
Clinton's threat in his State of
the Union address to veto any bill
that doesn't guarantee coverage
for all Americans pointedly did
not say when everyone must be
covered.
The huge bill the president sent
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sial caps on insurance premiums
nor the alliance structure is
"written in stone."
And Treasury Secretary Lloyd
Bentsen assured manufacturers

Wednesday that the president was
willing to back off his insistence
that every company with fewer
than 5,000 employees scrap iu
existing health plan and join the
regional purchasing alliances.
The alliances almost certainly
will shrink, and they could be
made voluntary, not mandatory.
Rep. Pete Stark, D-Calif.,
chairman of the House Ways and
Means health subcommittee, said,
"We won't completely undo
every health insurance plan in the
country."
Stark., a strong supporter of
universal coverage, predicted that
even if Congress scraps the
employer mandate, it will still
find ways to make all businesses
share the health burden.
"Businesses who do not now
provide health insurance are
going to have to pay something
even if they don't provide the
policy," he said.
Drew Altman, president of the
Kaiser Family Foundation, a phi-

lanthropy pushing for health
reform. said, "There are a million and one details of (Clinton's)
plan that have billion-dollar
implicatuxis for all kinds of interest groups and segments of the
industry. All of those are on the
table."
They include such issues as
whether Congress will go along
with Clinton's proposal to force
teaching hospitals and medical
schools to reserve 55 percent of
their residencies for primary care
physicians by 1998.
Clinton's plan to squeeze
almost $200 billion from Medicare and Medicaid is also wide
open for debate. But so is his
prEimitie to provide a new, $65
billion prescription drug benefit
to all Medicare beneficiaries.

top SI trillion.
HIS plan for "back.stop" caps
on insurance premiums prompted
Republicans and some doctors to
warn they would lead inevitably
to medical rationing.
Pamela Bailey. president of the
Healthcare Leadership Council, a
group of health care CEOs, said,
"We're finding very little congressional sentiment for price
controls. Everybody understands
we need to get the costs under
control, but they're skeptical of
the capacity of government to do
it through regulation."
But if the caps go, Clinton and
Congress may feel compelled to
find other ways to ratchet down
medical spending, or raise new
revenues to pay for the expansion
of health care.

The president aimed not only
to cover the nearly 39 million
Amencans without insurance, but
to slow drastically the growth of
the nation's medical bill, soon to

Congress may feel intense
pressure to scale back the Fortune
500-style package of benefits
Clinton proposed for every
American.
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First pre-pregnancy Tay-Sachs baby born
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) — In a
medical first, a baby whose
parents carry the gene for TaySachs disease was born free of
the fatal defect after she was
tested when she was just an
eight-cell embryo in a laboratory
container.
The birth raises hopes that doctors will be able to select and
implant fertilized eggs free of
other inherited diseases, thereby
sparing parents untold misery.
Brittany Nicole Abshire was
*livered Wednesday at Baptist
Hospital in Orange, Texas. The
5-pound, 12-ounce baby was born
about three weeks earlier than
expected when her mother developed a gall bladder problem.
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"The baby looks great. We'll
be watching her weight, but she's
already had her first meal, a
sugar solution," said Dr. William
E. Gibbons, a member of the
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team that tested the embryo at the
Jones Institute, part of the Eastern Virginia Medical School in
Norfolk.
Brittany is the world's first
child to be successfully screened
for Tay-Sachs disease in this
way, said Dr. Gary D. Hodgen,
head of the team.
Doctors in England used a
similar procedure to help a couple predisposed to cystic fibrosis
give birth to a healthy baby in
1992.
Tay-Sachs victims are born
without an enzyme necessary to
remove fatty substances from the
brain. Babies become hypersensitive to sound and lose muscle
control. Most are blind and paralyzed by age 2, and usually die
by age 5.
Renee and David Abshire of
DeRidder, La., both carry the
gene for the incurable disease. It
killed their first daughter in 1989

Gillooly may cut deal,
testify against Harding
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PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
The web of suspicion drew more
tightly around Tonya Harding
with reports her ex-husband was
trying to cut a deal with prosecutors to testify against the skater.
Jeff Gillooly emerged from
FBI headquarters Wednesday
night after nearly six hours with
investigators looking into the
attack on Nancy Kerrigan. He
was to return for more questioning today. His lawyer. Ron
Hoevet, had no commenL
"The walls are really closing
in on that girl," a law enforcement source speaking on condition of anonymity told The Associated Press on Wednesday.
Another source said that Gillooly is "trying to cut a deal."
The source said, "He would give
up his wife."
Asked if Gillooly would implicate Harding in the attack, FBI
spokesman Bart Gori said,
"They're asking the appropriate
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questions."
Gillooly, Harding bodyguard
Shawn Eckardt and two other
men were charged with conspiring to knock Kerrigan out of the
national figure skating championships. Kerrigan was clubbed in
the knee after a workout Jan. 6.
Harding, who has denied any
involvement in the attack, won
the championship and a spot on
the Olympic team. Kerrigan got
the other spot, even though she
could not compete for it.
NBC reported Wednesday that
sources said Gillooly was working on a deal in which he would
plead guilty and get an 18-month
sentence, half of what he could
get if convicted. The network
said Harding could be arrested as
soon as today.

at age 3.
Hodgen's team used a glass
needle one-fifth as wide as a
human hair to withdraw a single
cell from each of four eggs that
had been test-tube fertilized
about three days earlier. Then
they tested its genetic structure
for the presence of Tay-Sachs.
Three eggs were "clean" and
were implanted in Mrs. Abshire's
uterus. One developed into
Brittany.
At such an early stage of development, all of an embryo's cells
are identical, and one of them can
be removed without harm, scientists say.
The technology raises hopes
that parents who carry the genes
that cause other inherited diseases — cystic fibrosis, sicklecell anemia and hemophilia, for
example — will be able to have
children without fearing that they
have sentenced their baby to a

life of suffering, and perhaps an
early death.
Until now, such parents have
had to forget having children or
undergo testing during pregnancy
and get an abortion if the child
was afflicted.
"For a couple that really wants
a baby, the choice of an abortion
is morally and psychologically
very wrenching," said John
Fletchet, director of the Center
for Biomedical Ethics at the University of Virginia.
But he said the technique is
probably too expensive to be
widely used and raises ethical
questions.
"What people are afraid of is,
once you start manipulating
genes in the embryo, you could
move from treating the disease to
affecting characteristics that
don't have anything to do with
the disease," he said, "like skin
color, height, weight."
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Ms. Sonner said the procedure
used in Brittany's birth would
cost about $9,000. The Abshires
were not charged because of its
experimental nature.
Both parents must carry the
gene for the child to be born with
Tay-Sachs. Without the screening, the Abshires would have had
a 1 -in-4 chance of having a child
with the disease.
Three population groups in
North America are considered
high risks for Tay-Sachs: Jews
whose families came from Eastern Europe, French Canadians
and people in a section of southwestern Louisiana with a large
Cajun community.
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Abshire is from near Lakt,
Charles, La., where a high rate of
Tay-Sachs has been found.
About 20 children with the disease were believed born in the
United States last year.
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Super Specials...
Long!
Week

Harding and Gillooly were
divorced in August but reconciled
and were living together up until
his arrest last week.
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ANALYSIS

Clinton initiatives
put Republicans
on the defensive
•

By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's seizing the initiative on crime and welfare reform has knocked Republicans off
balance — suddenly on the defensive on issues that have been
dependable GOP weapons against Democrats for a quarter century.
• Clinton's efforts are causing considerable worry within a Republican Party already at odds internally over how to position itself in
the coming health care reform debate, and concerned that GOP
hopes (or gains in this year's midterm elections could be
undermined.
With Clinton promising to push three popular issues through
Congress, Republicans find themselves in a quandary not unlike
last year's North American Free Trade Agreement debate: They can
help Clinton to victory and watch him get most of the credit, or try
to block the president and run afoul of voters anxious for action on
crime, welfare and health care.
For now, with Clinton still basking in favorable reviews of his
State of the Union Address, Republicans promise to be partners
provided Clinton sticks to the proposals he outlined Tuesday night.
"There's a potential, if this speech was sincere, for a remarkable
coalition that could pass a lot of stuff," House GOP Whip Newt
Gingrich admitted.
Behind such kind words is a belief in many GOP corners that
Clinton's ambitious agenda will fall victim to liberals in his own
party.
"He can try all he wants, but the Democrats in Congress are not
going to let him take the issues of crime and welfare away because
their special interest constituencies won't let them go in the direction the public is demanding," said GOP pollster Robert Teeter.
Yet after Tuesday night's speech, many Republicans were clearly
worried that Clinton might somehow pull it off, and Clinton loyalists pledged that he would.
"It won't be easy, but we'll get there," Democratic National
Committee Chairman David Wilhelm said. After a White House
meeting with Clinton, Democratic congressional leaders made similar predictions.
All that left Republicans in the odd position of endorsing Clinton's goals but predicting he really didn't mean what he said.
But that strategy only reinforced the view of those within the
Republican ranks who believe their party has lost its course — and
that Clinton could well infringe on traditional GOP territory.
"Clinton's speech isn't going to be one of the great ones in history, but he was pretty effective in positioning himself more solidly
than he was before in the eyes of the middle class by linking the
three issues of health care, welfare and crime," said Kevin Phillips,
a GOP theorist often critical of the party leadership. "I think Republicans have gotten themselves in some real trouble here."
While hedging their bets on welfare and crime, most Republicans
felt free to whack away at Clinton's health care plan as too liberal.
"He doesn't have the votes on the Democratic side," said Senate
Republican leader Bob Dole. "He's going to have to drop a lot of
these price controls, mandates, the mandatory health care alliances,
before we make any real inroads."
111,,et even Dole conceded in an NBC interview that in the end,
"we can probably accommodate most of what the president is talking about."
Shaking his head at the prospect, a prominent Republican pollster who asked not to be identified said Democrats could defy the
history of midterm elections if Congress passes credible health
care, welfare and crime legislation this year.
The pollster suggested Democrats could keep their losses to one
or two Senate seats and in single digits in the House, below average losses for the party in power.
The pollster lamented that GOP leaders were not responding to a
major shift in attitudes about crime. For example, Republicans sat
silent for the most part Tuesday as Clinton called for an assault
weapons ban. Yet the pollster said the position enjoys broad support, and that even a handgun ban is supported by 40 percent of
Republican primary voters.
Phillips said such reluctance to respond to changing middle class
attitudes has led the GOP to its current predicament.
"From plant closing legislation to day care to parental leave, the
national Republican Party has not been attuned enough to middle
America on these serious economic issues and what I call their
socioeconomic cousins," he said. "So the thrust of the Republican
position on issues that Clinton has moved front and center is basically to be in some kind of nitpicking posture."
Dole no doubt would dispute that characterization.
Yet he himself alluded to the frustration over the weekend. Even
when the party has its act together, he said, it's hard to make an
impact because Democrats control both branches of government.
Or, as he put it, "it's like dipping in the ocean with a teaspoon."
EDITOR'S NOTE -1. John King covers national politics and
the Clinton administration for The Associated Press.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our 'Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters man be tiptoe by the writer, with the
writer's address sad telephone minter included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Leder, must not
be some than 50) words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespiced if possible. We reserve the right to =dense or reject any letter
, and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY, 42071.

Nice words with no meaning
Two weeks ago I was busy
writing columns lambasting Gov.
Brereton Jones for his support of
a four-year polytechnic school at
Paducah Community College.
And then Jones came to town.
The local mood changed as if a
cleansing wind had swept over
us. That wind carried the sound
of Jones' voice. His words were
soothing.
He revealed his plans to more
than one local leader.
Jones would allocate $1 million to the PCC project that
would be spread over the next
two fiscal years and stipulate that
the University of Kentucky match
that funding from its own budgei
To local university and community supporters of a regional
engineering program at Murray
State, this was good news. The
$2 million plan was far short of
the $20 million FCC is seeking
from the state.
Bearing this news, local leaders came up to me — while Jones
was still in Murray — telling me
that the war was won so it was
time to pack up the cannons and
go home (i.e., stop writing stories
and columns about the project).
A war?
I had never thought of it quite
that way but I think Jones has.
Here is part of Jones' address
to the General Assembly
Monday:
"There is too much handwringing and too little forceful

leadership; too much blaming,
finger pointing and too little positive action."
He noted that part of the problem "...is that we have eight public universities and 14 community
colleges in a state with fewer
than 4 million people."
Exactly!
NO ONE could have said it
better. Yet, I'm not sure he heard
himself.
But those aren't the most
amazing statements he made
about higher education.
"Today, we are too often satisfied with too much duplication
and too much mediocrity."
With his next breath he offers
financial support for a program
that will breed duplication. And
he did just the opposite of what
he said he was going to do.
Jones proposed a $10 million
plan that would call on the Paducah community to raise $4 million locally over the next two
years and provides for $5 million
in state funds .along with $I million from UK.

Instead of being relieved with
the Governor's original $2 million idea, we should have all
been angry and frustrated.
Because the state's $1 million
could have been used to match
the National Science Foundation's grant of $1.5 million to
renovate Blackburn Science
Building. The only way we can
secure that grant is if we match
those funds on our own.
Trying to have that SI million
added to the budget this year will
be a battle.
And if it is war — then that's
where the fighting is.
The skirmishes that have been
waged were never on Paducah's
soil. Rather the campaign has
always been focused in Frankfort.
Blackburn's renovation is
needed along with the development and support of our partnership with the University of
Louisville.
Energy and support must be
given to both efforts. In the
future, if FCC develops engineering courses then we can both

offer this region something different in the way of curriculums
and support courses.
Duplication, lack of forceful
leadership and mediocnty, Jones
intoned Monday night.
Forceful leadership would call
for Jones to lead the way in eliminating duplicate professional
graduate courses in law, medicine and dentistry at U of L, UK
and Northern Kentucky
University.
Mediocrity his status quo.
Jones admitted Monday night
that he was disappointed in the
results of his own commission on
higher education. The commission's charge was to eliminate
duplication.
This group was pushed and
pulled by political strings. Early
on, state Sen. Mike Moloney of
Lexington resigned when it was
suggested that UK's dental
school be eliminated.
Eliminating duplicate graduate
programs is not going to happen
unless the Governor and the General Assembly support those
efforts.
Let's focus our lobbying
efforts in Frankfort and among
alumni.
Let's go for that National Science Foundation money both at
home and in Frankfort
And could somebody please
help the governor remove his foot
from his mouth.

Agenda seizes some GOP issues
WASHINGTON (AP) — Talking tough, President Clinton is
drawing political lines to be
tested in an election-year session
of Congress on issues that have
been Republican standards:
crime, welfare and spending.
His political advisers say he's
set the agenda and intends to
dominate it in 1994, without the
distractions and detours of his
first year in the White House.
Part of that strategy is to seize
Republican issues, an aim that
shows even on the showcase
program Clinton wants this year,
health care reform.
He wants health care for all
Americans and threatened his
first veto if Congress sends him
less. But he's suddenly started
calling it guaranteed private
health insurance, words more
suited to conservative tastes.
And he's revised the genealogy, likening it to a proposal by
Richard Nixon instead of tracking
it back to the New Deal.
Those are symbols. At this
point, they have more to do with
atmosphere than with action. But
at start-up time, with the budget
blueprint due on Feb. 7 and
major legislation weeks or
months away, symbols count.
They also reflect first-year lessons applied to second-year aims.
On health care, for example,
Clinton has set his bottom line
goal, but no deadline.
That leaves room for maneuver
even on his absolute demand.
After Clinton discussed health
care with Democratic leaders
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PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press

columnist

Wednesday, Rep. John Dingell
said "the president is prepared to
yield on discussing the time and
the way."
Clinton told Congress Tuesday
night that he was ready to bargain, except on eventual universal coverage.
The morning after, Treasury
Secretary Lloyd Bentsen told
wary employers that the administration was prepared to compromise on the way their workers
would be covered and on other
details.
Flexibility on the program
Clinton wants most makes it
harder on opponents. A Clinton
political adviser said they'd
learned that lesson early, with an
all-or-nothing strategy on the

public works and jobs spending
the president proposed a year
ago.
They got nothing.
There's less room to yield on
measures like crime control and
welfare. Those are the issues on
which Republicans say Clinton
talks tougher than he acts. The
pressure there is from Democratic
liberals, especially in the House,
and since Clinton needs their votes, he has to cope without
catering.
Republicans have enjoyed a
huge advantage in prior campaigns on the crime issue. "They
don't anymore," said David Wilhelm, the Democratic Party chairman. "An issue that was their

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Ruuell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH A4eCONNELL
129 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

bread and butter year after year is
gone."
That could prove true, but the
Democrats aren't there yet. A bill
still must be passed, and there is
still liberal opposition to some of
its prison-building and penaltysetting provisions.
Wilhelm also laid Democratic
claim to the welfare issue, but
that too is a work in progress.
Clinton said he will send Congress a bill in the spring; his
proposal is to end benefits after
two years, with education and
training, then jobs, public or private. Add the cost of reform is
likely to make it controversial
when it comes.
Clinton also said he will be
sending Congress "one of the
toughest budgets ever presented," to cut spending on more
than 300 programs, and eliminate
100 outright. "We must again
make the hard choices," he said.
And if that had a Republican
ring, House Speaker Thomas
Foley said it sounded to him
"like a Democrat, but a Democrat who's reflecting the concerns
of the American people."
"Issues that the Republicans
have used as wedge issues just
don't exist anymore," Wilhelm
said. "The president has seized
the initiative."
"We're learned to stay aggressive," he said. "When you
define the agenda, you're
winning."
But defining it is only a start.
The Democrats have a year to
deliver.
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Silk will
perform
in Murray
The University Caner Board at
Murray Stale University proudly
presents Silk in concert with special
guest 95 South at Racer Arena,
located on campus, on Saturday,
Feb. 12, at 8 p.m.
Noted for their sophisticated vibe
mixed with heart-felt emotions, AtSilk
newcomers
lanta-based
traverse easily from soulful ballads
to gospel to funky R&B. "Lose
Control." their debut album, is the
first release on Keith Sweat's label,
Keia.
As a teenager, Jimmy Gates, Jr.,
got together with his co-workers at
the local McDonald's, Timothy
Cameron and Jonathan Rasboro,
and the journey for the new group,
Silk, began. The later addiuons of
Gary Glenn ("Big" G) and Gary
Jenkins ("Lil" G) "signified the
finishing touches" necessary to
achieve the smooth sounds that are
demonstrated on the "Lose Contror
debut.
Following an encounter with
Keith Sweat at the home of Silk's
managers, Louise and Lonnie Ferguson. Sweat became interested in
the group's talent.
Silk's special guests, 95 South,
may best be remembered for their
chant of the summer of 1993,
"Whoot,There It Is." However,they
have much more to offer audiences
on their debut release, "Quad City
Knock," filled with uptempo, bassheavy jams.
From the heart of the bass music
scene, Jacksonville, Florida. 95
South came to WRAP/Ichiban Records by way of Toy Productions.
"Quad City Knock" has been a
regular on Billboard's Top 200
Albums Chart and Billboard's Top
100 R&B Albums since its release.
Tickets are $7 for Murray State
students with ID., and $I 1 for
general admission. Tickets are
available at the following ticket
outlets: the Student Government
Association Office at Murray State,
762-6951 or Sunset Boulevard in
Murray, 753-0113.

Barnett's work wins
juried art competition
Jason Barneu of Calloway
County High School and Joseph
Alexander of Graves County High
School were the winners in the high
school level two and three dimensional juned an competition Youthful Impressions sponsored by the
Mayfield/Graves County Art Guild
for their works'Empty'and the The
Natural.'
Second in the high school the
dimensional competition was an
untitled graphited drawing by Julie
McPherson of Mayfield High
School and third was won by Mac
Deal of Fulton County High School
for The Lobo'done in scratch arson
silver paper. Honorable Mentions
were awarded to Tia Rouse of
Mayfield High School and Jason
Barnett for their pieces 'Nature's
Candy and 'Kings of a Concrete
Jungle.'
Winner of the two dimensional
contest at the middle school level
was Cassandra McNuu for her graphite drawing 'Dave Pune,second
place was won by a three part
watercolor entry' by Jessica Sucik of

Silk will be In concert at Murray State Feb. 12.

'Death of a
Salesman
postponed

Murray,and third was won by Laura
McClendon for her watercolor 'Autumn Splendor.'
The middle school three dimensional contest was won by Cayce
Powell of Fulton County Middle
School with an unuded ceramic and
feather mask, while second place
was won by Jessica Stalk of Murray.
Juror for Youthful Impressions
was Phillip Powell of Murray.
Works accepted into the student arts
show will be on display through
February at the Mayfield/Graves
County Art Guild Gallery, 121W
Broadway, in Mayfield. Regular
gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Tuesday through Fnday, 10
&m. to 1 p.m. Saturdays. The
gallery is accessible to individuals
with disabilities and any interested
persons are encouraged to panic'.
pate in guild activities.
For more information about this
exhibit, or any other guild events,
contact the guild office at 502-2476971.

YOUR SUPER BOWL PARTY
WITH THESE SUPER
BARGAINS!
0
FROM PADUCAH'S MOST
INTERESTING STORE!

Due to the inclement weather, the
Feb.4th opening of Playhouse in the
Park's production of Death of a
Salesman will be postponed until
Friday, Feb. 11.
Production dates will now be
Feb. 11-13 and 18-20. with Friday
and Saturday performances at 8 pm
and Sunday matinees at 2 pm.
Single ticket prices will be $6 for
adults, $5 for senior citizens and $4
for students.
Season pass holders please remember to call ahead and reserve
scats. For further information about
Death of a Salesman or future
productions, or to make reservations, contact Lana Bell at the
Playhouse at 759-1752.
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Guild offers watercolor class
The Murray Art Guild will offer a
watercolor workshop in February,
beginning Tuesday, Feb. I and
continuing each Tuesday and Friday through Friday, Feb. 18 for a
total of six classes. Hours will be
from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. each day.
Instructors will be Emily Wolfson, Margaret Crawford and Mary
Fuhrmann.
The classes are intended for beginning and intermediate watercolorists and will cover such topics as

WU Turkey 501

12

composition and mixing colors.
Cost of the six sessions will be S30.
Enrollment is limited to twelve
artists.
Call or visit the Guild for further
information and list of needed supplies. Should the weather force a
cancellation, classes will be made
up during the last week of February.
An Guild regular hours arc from
10 am. til 4 p.m. each Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday. Call 7534059 for more information.
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The Paducah Symphony Orchestra's lust concert of 1994, on
Saturday evening, January 29 at
Symphony Hall in Paducah, will
include 23-year-old Canadian violinist Scott St. John as guest artist
The young prodigy will perform the
well-known Violin Concerto in G
Minor, by Max Bruch. The Orchestra will perform Igor Stravinsky's Petroushka, a bold and vigorous piece. The music, written for
ballet, is about a puppet who comes
to life but finds it full of disappointments. Beginning the concert will
be Comedian's Galop, a short and
lively piece by Drnitri Kabalevsky,
The Young St. John has already
t
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performed with several major orchestras, including Cleveland, Philadelphia, Montreal and Toronto
and his recitals have taken him all
over the United States. He has
performed in England. Europe and
Japan as well. John's solo career
was assured when he won the 1991
Young Concert Artists Ingernauonal Auditions and was presented
on the Young Concert Artists sencs
in New York.
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day; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday
at the Murray/Calloway
County Library,
Feb. 7
Meeting — Camera Club.
free at 7 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library,
Through Feb. IS
Guest Artist Exhibit —
"Warrington Colescott
Retrospective," work by one
of the premier printinakers in
the U.S., free at 8 a.m. to 6
p.m. Monday/Wednesday/
Friday; 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday/Thursday; 10 a.m.
to 4 pin. Saturday; 1 to 4
p.m. Sunday at the Eagle
Gallery. A reception will be
held Jan. 31 at 5:30 p.m. followed by a lecture at 7 p.m.

McCormick
voila $O

14111TE
1111'1TAIN

Reservations for tickets can be
made by calling 444-0065 OF- I800-738-3727. Prices begin at
$9.50 for adults and $7 for children
and students.

fir L.,..,_,.- .:. or
Jan 27-30
Musical Production — Campus Lights. admission
charged. Thursday through
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
Feb. 3
An Exhibit Opening/Lecture
— "Celebrating America:
The Norman Rockwell Legacy," an evening of reminiscences with noted illustrator
Joseph Csatari begins at 7:30
p.m. in Wrather Museum.
Through Jan. 31
Exhibit — "A Good Turn for
Uncle Sam: Boy Scouts on
the Homefront" produced by
the National Scouting
Museum, free from 9 a.m. to
8 p.m. Monday through Fri-
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Party Mart
Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Road Hwy 45 Paducah
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KCC competition Saturday
The Murray Knights of Columbus Council has rescheduled its
annual Free Throw Competition for Saturday. Jan. 29, at 8 a.m. at
Murray Middle School. All boys and girls, ages 10 to 14, are
invited to participate and will compete in respective age divisions.
Entry forms will be available at the competition site and will
require a parent's signature.

Clothing Project event Saturday
Four-H Club Clothing Project for Units 2 and Above will have
as first meeting on Saturday, Jan. 22, at 10 a.m. at Weaks Community Center. Jane Steely, county 4-H agent, said classes will
continue each Saturday until Feb. 26. For more information call
Steely at 753-1452 or 753-0967.

CCHS Seniors having promotion

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Warren in 1944

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Warren in 1994

Local couple will be married 50 years on Jan. 29
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Warren of Rt. 1, Almo, will observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Jan. 29.
They were marned on Jan. 29, 1944, at the home of the Rev. Eune Mathis at Hardin. Their attendants were Mildred Barnett and Huie
Warren.
Mrs. Warren, the former Larue Colson, is the daughter of the late Gordon and 011e Colson. Mr. Warren, son of the late Samual and Cora
Francis Warren, is retired from Murray State University.
They have three daughters, Mrs. Linda Therrien and husband, Harold, and Mrs. Donna Hall and husband. David, all of Rt. 1, Almo, and Mrs.
Wanda Hageman and husband, Don, of Detroit, Mich.: one son, Tom Warren and wife, Betty, Murray. They have one deceased son, Billy
Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren have 14 grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

753-1462

109 S. 4th St.

CUSTOM SHEET METAL
•Welding Fabrication
•Arch itectural Sheetmetal
•Galvanized, Aluminum, Stainless, Copper, Brass
'Plasma Cutting Machine
MURRAY'S OLDEST SHEET METAL COMPANY
--Since 1937--

Randy Thornton Company, Inc.
802 Chestnut St.., Murray, Ky.753-8181, 753-2130 (FAX)

Buy the Pair
and SAVE!

Large Capacity Pair!

WASHER & DRYER

By BEN GRAVES
Public Library Director
If you need to put some zip into
your mid-winter reading, try Robert
B. Parker's Wilderness Written in
'79 its just come out in large print.
This guy. sees a mobster commit a
murder. The guy identifies the
mobster to the police, the mobster
threatens the guy and he changes his
testimony. Now the guy starts to
worry that the mobster might decide
to bump him offjust to make sure. It
comes down to kill or be killed. So
the guy loads up and takes off for the
Maine woods to shoot it out. It's a
short book but packed with action.
Highly recommended.
We've got a new V.C. Andrews
novel in this week. Ruby is the start
of a new series centered around the
bayou country of southern Louisiana. Like all of the other Andrews
novels, its filled with mysterious
secrets and spooky details. You will
notice that I didn't say it was
actually written by V.C. Andrews.
It wasn't. It was wnuen by an
unmentioned author employed by
the Virginia C. Andrews Trust. Ms.
Andrews died several years ago and
apparently the heirs couldn't bring
themselves to let such a famous(and
lucrative) name disappear from the
world of literature. So they formed
•
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Tonic Bamett-Hainaut
recent bride of
Bill Hainaut
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier l's
Bridal Registry

NM imports

Buy The Pair

SAVE

Ii

120511 (hc,,tnut • 75;r1£
Modt'i 1,W0A55OOR

Model ODE5100R

WASHER

DRYER

• 6 cycles
• 3 water level selections
• 3 washlrinse temperature
combinations

• 2 cycles, Timed regular cycle up
'o 130 minutes & Permanent
Press
• 3 drying selections

ONLY

ONLY

Gas Model
-106518013
available at
extra cost

$279
369
Murray Appliance & T.V.
-Your Getie•ral Eleestie. JP1111 At, & RCA Applionce

212 E. Main St.

753-1586

Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Saturday. Jan. 29, and Monday, Jan. 31. On Saturday the group will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
JCPenney parking lot to go to Susan's for a chili supper, Mo. On
Monday the group will meet at Louie's Restaurant at 6:30 p.m.
with the program to be presented by John Williams of the Peoples
Bank. Persons may come on Monday to the meeting and not have
to eat if desired. This is a support and social group for all single
men and women of all ages whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Celia, 753-6078,
Wynnona, 753-7845, or Sandy, 753-0817.

Singles (SOS) plans dance

LIBRARY NEWS

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
•Computerized Records
•Cards & Gift Items
•PCS •Medimet
•BC-BS 'Paid State Aid
•Health & Beauty Items

Calloway County High School Seniors are selling raffle tickets
for two seats in Row 12 to see Garth Brooks in concert on Thursday, Feb. 3, at Evansville, Ind. The tickets have been donated by
Michael and Paula Morton, parents of Senior Kristi Morton, for this
promotion for the Senior class fund. Tickets are $2 each or three
tickets for $5. Kathy Jo Stubblefield is one of the sponsors for the
senior class.

at trust, hired ghost writers, turned
the name "V.C. Andrews" into a
registered trade mark and just kept
on publishing books.
If your still waiting for your turn
to read one of John Grish
books, you might want to try
lystice by William Bernhardt The
hero's billed as an "Oklahoma Attorney with both guts and heart" In
the Oachita mountains (prounounced "wash-ee-tah) until someone corrects me)he gels involved in
defending a member of a white
supremacy group who's charged
with murder. Well, it's ten minutes
later than it was when I finisthed
that last sentence. I opened the book
to try the random reading test and
forgot to start writing again until the
phone rang. This is first rate reading
and not to be missed.
Of course there's Rosalind Laker's rhe Sugar Pavilion A lovely
young girl escapes the French Revolution by fleeing to England with the
four-year-old son of a French nobleman. She tries to reestablish her
father's confectionary business
while waiting for the revolution to
blow over so her ward can reclaim
his inheritance. All this time she's
trying to keep his true identity a
secret from the French agents while
rubbing elbows with the Prince
Regent's crowd of cultured neer do
wells. Did I mention that she has
two different men chasing her? It's a
good, solid enjoyable read. Highly
recommended.
One non-fiction book comes in
this week. Its Aitkw life by John
T. Qucenan and Carrie Neher
Queenan. It covers pregnancy,birth
and a baby's first year. The illustrations are clear and relevant to the
material. The text is easy to read
and to the point. It covers all the
details without being overly long.
By the way, John T. Queenan is an
Obstetrician and is Professor and
Chairman of the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology at the
School of Medicine at Georgetown
University Medical Center. If you
have to discuss pregnancy and child
birth with anyone. start here.

B•1•1111•6-0
hy NIurray Slain,' Club

Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will host a Winter Wonderland Dance on Saturday. Jan. 22, from 7:30 to 11:30 p.m. at
Curris Center Dance Lounge, Murray State University. DJ Dottie
Sager will play top tunes and golden oldies. All singles, whether
members or not, are invited. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational
support and social group for all single adults whether always
single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call
Jeane. 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.
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New Concord Watch will meet
New Concord Neighborhood Watch will meet Monday, Jan. 31,
at 7 p.m. at new ML Cannel Baptist Church. A guest speaker will
be an official from the Department of Juvenile Corrections. All
residents of the area are urged to attend.
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Victory Baptists plans study
Victory Baptist Mission will have a study of the book of Revelations starting Saturday. Jan. 29, at 6 p.m. The mission is located on
Bazzell Cemetery Road off Highway 121 east of Coldwater. The
public is invited to attend.

Gospel singing at Bethel
A gospel singing featuring Gloryland Way will be Saturday. Jan.
29, at 7 p.m. at Bethel United Methodist Church. located off Highway 94 EasL A fellowship period will follow the singing.

CCHS Class of 1974 will meet
Calloway County High School Class of 1974 will meet Sunday.
Jan. 30, at 3 p.m. at Pagliai's. This will be to plan for the 20-year
reunion. Any member desiring to help with the reunion plans is
urged to attend. For more information call 435-4481 and ask for
Cindy.

Oak Grove Baptists plan singing
Oak Grove Baptist Church will have a gospel singing teaming
public is
the Heavenly Aires on Sunday. Jan. 30, at 1:30 p.m. The
urged to attend.

NARFE meeting on Friday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of
on FriRetired Federal Employees will have a luncheon meeting
will
speaker
Guest
Stockade.
Sirloin
at
a.m.
11:30
at
28,
day, Jan.
discuss
be Michael Pierce, Certified Public Accountant, who will
all
income tax form changes. Clara W. Humphrey, president, urges
members and any federal employees planned to retire soon to
attend the meeting.

Hospital Retirees will meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County HosHolipital will meet Saturday, Jan. 29, at 10 a.m. for breakfast at
day Inn Restaurant. Members are asked to note the change in meetthose
ing place this month. This is a monthly social event for all
retirees and former employees. For information call Nancy
McClure at 492-8640 or Lowe Brandon at 753-3517.

Art Guild to offer workshop
Murray Art Guild will offer a workshop for beginning and intermediate watercolorists, beginning Tuesday, Feb. I. The class will
meet from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each Tuesday and Friday through Friday. Feb. 18, for a total of six classes. For further information visit
the Guild at 103 Norih Sixth St., or phone 753-4059.

Every Friday at 7 p.m.
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National Guard Armory
Hwy'. 121 North, Murray, My.

Jacquelyn D. Watson, CPA
Income Tax Preparation • Bookkeeping • Payroll
•

753-4347
302 A. North 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
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Dedication of Adventist
Church will be Saturday

CALENDAR
Thursday, Jan. 27
Thursday, Jam. 27
Campus lights annual musical
production/8 pm/Laved Auditorium,
Murray State University. Into/
762-4288
United Way End -of-Campaign
CiMetiration/5 p.m /Weak, Community
Center auditorium Into/753-0317
USDA Food Commodities distributed
8 a.m to 3 p miCalloway County
Road Department, East Sycamore
Seem
Southwest Calloway Elementary
Site -based Decision Making
CounciV5.30 p.m /school
CallowayCounty High School
C:
Forum and Site-based Decision =
egg nominating meeting/7 p.m.ischool
calsiteria.
Murray Business and Professional
Women/6 p m./Seven Seas Restaurant Info/Faye, 753-7743
Zeta Department of Murray Woman's
Club/7 p.miclub house.
Magazine Club/1 30 p m /home of
Gwendola Healey.
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veteransi7 p.m/Leglon Hall.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities Birthday party at 1 p.m. for those with January
birthdays.
Murray Klwanis Club/6 p.m/Sirloin
Stockade.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Courtsquare/
8.30-1130 a.m. arid 12:30-3 pm
Compassionate Friends/7:30
p.m./board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/762-1274 or
498-8324.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Kysha Adams

Kysha Adams
celebrates
her birthday
Kysha Adams celebrated her
second birthday on Thursday.
Jan. 6, at her home.
"Barney and Baby Bop" was
the theme of her party. Friends
and family attended the special
event.
Kysha is the daughter of Jeff
and Mitzi Adams of Rt. 1,
Farmington.
Grandparents are Larry and
Marilyn McKinney and Ray and
Doris Adams, all of Rt. 1,
Farmington.

Calloway County Middle Schooi
Seventh Grads Boys and Eighth Grave
Boys and Gills basketball mama hos4
Maytwid/5 p m
Murray High School Gads Basketball
seam hosts Carlisle County
Purchase Area Alliance tor Menially II
Round Table Forum/8.30 p.m./Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah into/Phyllie Dela
Gibbs/435-4138
Pet Therapy trip/3 p.m /Calloway
County Public Library
Special workshops for eiders and
ministers at 9 a.m and 6 30
p miGlendale Road Church of Christ
inib/Christian Counseling Canter of
Paducah/1-502-442-5738
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/weigh-in/6
p.m and program/7 p.m/Annex of
Calloway County Public Library_
Christian Singles Group/7 p.m tat
800 North 201h St., Murray. Inlo/Joan.
750-1345, ot Ricnard, 750-9004
First Baptist Church events include
Mothers' Day Out/9 am. and 3 p.m.:
Praise1/6 p.m.
Narcotics Anonymous/7:30 p.m/St.
John Episcopal Church. Info/
753-0781.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tann/7.30 p.m /Farm Bureau Building
Pans Into/Kenna/1 Broach, 753-3580.
and Al-Anon dosed meetings/8
p m./Senior Citizens C1111110r, Bentos,.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 830 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. arid 1:30
to 1:30 p.m. AdrnisOon hee.
Friday, Jan. 21
Campus Lights annual musical
production/8 p.m./Lovett Auditorium.
Murray State University. Info/
762-4288
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Roared Federal Employees/11:30 a.m /Sirloin
Stockade
Parkinson's Support Group
meeting/2 p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Info/762-1100.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m. for
senior citiens: activities.
Winks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m for
senior CJI1Z97111' activities. Breakfast for
$2 donation/8:30 a.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m (American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple, Murray. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St/open 6-11 p.m. Into/
753-TEEN.
Calloway County High School Varsity
Boys and Junior Varsity and Varsity
Girls basketball teams play at
Reidiand/5 p.m.
Callow•y County Middle School
Seventh Grade Basketball team hosts
Benton/3.30 pm.
Senior Adult Folloeshlp of First
United Methodist Church/10:30 a.m. to
go to Paris, Tenn.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Korean Bible Study Group/7
p.m.
Country Dance/7:30 p.m./Hardin
Community Center.
Games for members only/8
p.m./Murray Moose Lodge.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./National Guard Armory, cancelled
tonight.
Bingo Play for Jonathon-Aurora
Action Group/7 p.m/Wishing Well
Public invited.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 1:30
to 4:30 p.m.
Roger Withrow invitational Rifle
Toumament/2 p.m./Room 230, Stewart
Stadium, Murray State University.
Info/762-4435.
AOHA Hors* Show/7 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center, Murray State
University.

By G. CROMWELL HAUGE

Britt Allen Colson

First birthday
event is today
Briu Allen Colson is celebrating his first birthday today. Jan.
27.
He is the son of Doug and Lisa
Colson. An older brother is
Douglas.
HIS grandparents are Linda
Allen of Murray. Jimmy Fisher of
Brownsville, Tenn., Helen Boggs
of Murray, and the late Frankie
Colson.
His great-grandparents are
Mrs. Ruby Stations and the late
Noah Stallons, the late Frank and
Allene Colson, the late Jess and
Fannie Lindsey, and Wilburn and
May Fisher of Brownsville, Tenn.

CC Laker Band
will sponsor chili
supper on Feb. 4
The Calloway County Laker
Band is sponsoring a chili supper
before the Calloway/Murray High
basketball game on Friday, Feb.
4.
Band members will be selling
advanced tickets at Wal-Mart on
Saturday, Jan, 29.
Tickets are $3 for adults and
S2 for children, 12 and under.
The band will use the proceeds
from the chili supper to help
sponsor its trip to Washington,
D.C., in April.

Andrea Gammon
on President's
List for semester
HENDERSON, Tenn. — Hazel
resident Andrea Gammon has
been placed on the President's
List at Freed-Hardeman University for the fall semester.
To be named to the list, a fulltime student must maintain a 4.0
grade point average.
Gammon is a social work
major. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Virgil Hale.
Freed-Hardeman University is
accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to
award the bachelor's and master's degrees.

It's not just carpet, it's
a matter of taste.

Church Writer
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church will have a service of
dedication for its new church on
Saturday. Jan. 29, at 2:30 p.m.
The church is located at South
15th and Sycamore Streets,
Murray.
Elder Richard Hillock, president of the KY-TN Conference,
will officiate. He will be assited
by Elder Douglas Hilliard, conference treasurer.
Earlier services will be Sabbath School at 9:30 a.m, which
will open with a song service, the
worship service at 11:30 a.m.,
and a fellowship meal to follow.
Several former pastors and
members plan to attend and participate in the services.
Elder Bill Ambler who built
and served as first pastor in the
white frame church, 1945-1949,
will deliver the sermon during the
worship hour.
Elder Bill Strong who pastorerl
the congregation from 1972 to
1974 will conduct the lesson
study.
Elder Bob Wint, who formerly
served as "first elder" in the Murray church, wil lead the song service and provide special music
with his wife, Debbie. He has
since been ordained and pastors
the Powderly S.D.A. Church in
Muhlenburg County.
Elder W.C. (Conn) Arnold,
earlier serving as youth leader in
KY-TN Conference and later in
General Conference int he area of
Adventist self-supporting institutions, will make the mission
appeal and tell the children a
story.
Although ground for the new
church was broken Aug. 2, 1993,
not much interst was evoked until
Aug. 29, 1993, when volunteers
came from Kentucky and Tennessee under the name of Helping
Hands. Even one group of eight
volunteers came from GeorgiaCumberland Conference, through
the encouragement of Elder
Bruce Trigg, son-in-law of Murray's pastor, Luther A. May.
The purpose of this gathering
of volunteers was to build the
sub-floor, in readiness for the
Maranatha Volunteers International's project, Sept. 12-30, to
build as much of the new church
as time would allow. Were it not
for the gift of volunteers' time,
energy and expertise, many small
congregations would stand small
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chance of rebuilding. Several volunteers also made sizeable contributions toward parts and
furnishings.
A "beehive" of activity was
observed by many in the Murray
community as they drove past the
building site. Maranatha volunteers numbered 43. Other volunteers, including members, numbered 99. The Murray church
provided three meals a day
throughout the project.
Neighboring S.D.A. churches
assisted with the provision and
serving of food on the two big
dates of Aug. 29 and Sept. 12.
Vans, trailers and motor homes
parked side by side. Those who
drove cars found lodging in the
homes of members. All ate
together at the old church, converted into a dining hall.
Several of the volunteers will
attend the dedication of the new
church they helped to build on
Saturday. The public is invited to
attend any and all dedication services, said Pastor May.

HOSPITAL REPORT
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday,
Jan. 25, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
McNeely baby girl, mother, Lisa
McNeely. 681 Elm, Calvert City.
Dismissals
Jerry B Cunningham, 563 Taylor's
Chapel. Dover, Tenn Mrs Birdie L.
Coker, 902 Northwood Dr. Apt_ B11,
Murray.
Miss Taylor B. Armstrong, 700
Sycamore St.,. Murray; Mrs Tina L.
Wright, Rt. 2, Box 195-AA, Murray;
Ronnie L Pea, P.O. Box 349, Murray;
Mrs Jenny Jordon, 1407 Main St.,
Murray: Miss Amy Fulton, Rt. 3, Box
106A, Barton; Mrs. Lena Jones, Rt. 7,
Box 108, Murray:
LA Rowland, 2000 Gatesborough,
Murray. Mrs_ Virginia Blackburn, 100
Hickory. Murray: Mrs Betty Lou Palmer, Rt. 1, Box 207, Almo:
Mrs Ruby C. Grogan, 1624 Hamilton, Murray, Mrs. Margaret H. White,
901 Sunny Lane, Apt 1, Murray:
Mrs. Anna Ellison, 315 North
Seventh Si.. Murray, Mrs. Mary 0. Wilson, 204 South 13th St., Murray

CHERI THEATRES
loos Chestnut
Murray, KY
733-3314
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Great taste means beauty and
durability. And new
Wear-Dated Freedomni

112 TO 314 OFF

Carpet gives you the best of
both. It's tested, approved and
warranted by Monsanto to
fight wear, matting, static,
soil, stains and fading.

• Wool & Leather Coats
• Loungewear • Dresses
• Handbags • Jewelry
• Sportswear • Shoes
• Boots • Sleepwear

Available in styles and colon
to suit any taste. Enjoy the
taste of Freedom.
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Trackless Carpet
Offer Absolutely Ends Feb. 5, 1994.
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SPORTS
SUPER BOWL

Brassow shines for UK
in win over Gamecocks •
By MIKE EIABRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
With his Kentucky career winding down. Jeff Brassow turned it
on for the home crowd.
Brassow equaled a career-high
25 points, hitting six 0( 12 shots
from 3-point range, in helping the
No. 9 Wildcats to a 79-67 victory
over South Carolina on Wednesday night.
"It's good to finally have a
good game here in Rupp Arena,"
said the senior swingman from
Houston. "I've played here so
long."
Brassow is just beginning to
round back into shape after suffering a broken nose after a hit
under the basket from teammate
Jared Prickett against Georgia on
Jan. 8.
"Jeff was knocking down
some big shots," said Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino. "The only
reason Jeff has not been playing
much is because he has not prac-

uced much. When he's healthy
later, he stole the ball near midhe's going to get a lot of playing
court and drove in for another
time."
basket.
Pricketh a sophomore forward,
Emmett Hall completed a
gave the Wildcats a boost under
three-point play at 14:46 to pull
the boards by pulling down a
South Carolina (5-10, 2-4 Southcareer-high 17 rebounds.
eastern) to 47-43.
"I played a little bit harder,"
After Brassow sank one free
said Prickett, who also had 10 throw, Travis Ford stole the ball
points, three steals and three
and passed to a driving Walter
assists. "It's part of maturity. We
McCarty for a dunk and Brassow
have to do this (rebound) every
connected on a 3 from the corner
have
to
stronger
ume. We
have a
on an assist from Ford as Keneffort to rebound."
tucky went up 53-43 at 13:34.
Prickett's performance helped
Jamie Watson ended the run
Kentucky to a 46-33 advantage
with two free throws to trim the
on the boards.
margin to 53-45, the closest
"At the half I told them we
South Carolina got the rest of the
had to rebound better," said
game. Kentucky led by as many
South Carolina coach Eddie
as 17 points down the stretch.
Fogler. "Our offense and defense
''We seemed to lose our conwas pretty much efficient. So the
centration in the second half and
emphasis at the half was
our turnovers led to their quick
rebounding, but we didn't do that
points," said Hall. -We wanted
in the second half."
to play a full 40 minutes, which
we haven't been able to do. Our
Prickett's tip-in after his own
miss gave Kentucky a 45-40 lead
with 15:57 left. Thirteen seconds • See Page 9

Bills,'Boys
represent
best in NFL
By BARRY WII_HER
AP Football Writer

L*Op, II Tones Alo photo

Kenhicky sophomore Jared Pricket pulled down a career-high 17
rebounds against South Carolina.

No. 1 Tigers get past Ballard in 'A'
Cheaney back
in Tiger lineup;
Foster gets 19
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
LA CENTER — Out of action
for three months, Chris Cheaney
didn't seem to be too rusty in his
season debut Wednesday night.
The junior forward hit four
consecutive free throws in the
final 30 seconds to lift top-seeded
Murray High to a 66-64 win over
host Ballard Memorial in the
quarterfinal round of the First

Region All "A" Tournament.
"All of them were big, but the
first two were real big," said
Tiger head coach Cary Miller. "It
was a one-point game when he
hit the first two and that gave us
a little cushion."
Murray (9-3) now advances to
Friday's semifinal round to meet
Mayfield, a winner over Hickman
County on Tuesday. In the other
semifinal, defending champion
Fulton County, a 20-point winner
over Fulton City on Wednesday,
will face Heath.
Cheaney suffered a seasonending knee injury in the first
round of the Class A football
playoffs in November. Wearing a
heavy knee brace, the 6-4 for-
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C=
+3ont
3"
Racoon 9.3

ward scored 12 points Wednesday in his much-anticipated
return.
"He gives us added depth,"
Miller said. "He's an experienced
player even though he hasn't
played this year.
"He jumps well and his ballhandling is a big help. He'll take
the pressure off of some of our
other people."

Murray, the tournament
champion in 1991, faced plenty
of pressure on Wednesday. Not
only are they the No. 1 seed, but
their first game came against a
scrappy Ballard team that
enjoyed a home-court advantage.
"Ballard is a good team, they
beat Lone Oak at Lone Oak a
while back and Lone Oak was
12-1 at the time," Miller
explained. "We knew we'd have
problems."
The first problem was Ballard,
which jumped out to a 19-13 lead
in the first quarter behind
Michael Dowdy's 11 points. Ballard led at the end of every
quarter.
CHRIS CHEANEY

• See Page 9

ATLANTA (AP) — No =Rex
how you perceive them — and
America's perception of the Dallas Cowboys and Buffalo Bills
couldn't be more contrasting —
the teams in Sunday's Super
Bowl have built the NFL's perfect beast.
Thi Bills put together a division champion in 1988 and
climbed to the top of the AFC in
1990. Nobody in the conference
has bumped them off since. Their
failures in the Super Bowl
shouldn't diminish that
achievement.
The Cowboys sank to the
depths of the league by the late
1980s, but were resurrected in
near-record time by the JJs, owner Jerry Jones and coach Jimmy
Johnson. They won last year's
NFL title and are in position not
only to win it again, but continue
dominating the league through
the decade.
"You're looking at two gut
teams and two great organizations," Cowboys receiver
Michael Irvin said. "The records
prove that."
Buffalo has the league's best
record in the '90s, and has done
so basically with the same cast.
"It's a great credit to the people in the front office that they've
been able to keep the players you
need to succeed," Jim Kelly said.
"When you have that strong
group of players, you need to
hold onto them and build around
them."
Even when the Bills lost key
personnel — linebackers Shane
Conlan and Carlton Bailey,
receiver James Lofton and general manager Bill Polian weren't
back this year — they've found
able replacements. Marvcus Pat• See Page 9

Dallas QB sees stars
Aikman still Henryetta's favorite son
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
HENRYETTA, Okla.(AP) —
OK, so Troy Aikman was seeing stars when he said it.
But just think: the Super
Bowl in Henryetta, population
6,000, where the local high
school stadium seats 2,000?
Rick Enis is toying with the
idea of printing tickets. The local newspaper is coming out
with a special edition. There are
ribbons along Main Street.
The Dallas quarterback took
a knee to the head from Dennis
Brown in the third quarter of
Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman
(8) Is still the biggest gun In his
Oklahoma hometown.

A.1 GUTTERS
Quality Work at a fair price
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(CommercIal & Residential(
—Vinyl Siding

Aikman" sign was erected even
before he graduated college. He
causes a stir every time he comes home to visit.
So his comment Sunday has
caused an uproar.
The Henryetta Free-Lance
plans a mock edition Friday that
will announce a sellout crowd
at Cameron Stadium, the
elementary school designing the
Super Bowl logo to drape over
the stadium and the band
replacing Naomi and Wynonna
Judd as halftime entertainment.
Enis, the high school principal, got in on the act a little early, announcing in Tuesday's
paper that tickets would go on
sale in the morning. Big
mistake.
• See Page 9

Clark pushes No. 2 Blue Devils past Irish
The Associated Press
Marty Clark made the most out
of a miss for No. 2 Duke.
Clark tipped in Grant Hill's
shot with three seconds left Wednesday night, lifting Duke over
Notre Dame 74-72.

"I just decided to crash the
boards from the wing and get to a
spot where I thought it might
come. It came right to me,"
Clark said.
The Blue Devils (14-1) won
for the 87th straight time at home

against a non-Atlantic Coast Conference opponent. Notre Dame
(5-12), which led by 12 points
late in the first half, threw away
the ball with 14 seconds left,
leading to Clark's tiebreaking
basket.

Notre Dame tried to set up for
the final shot, but Lamarr Justice's pass glanced off Ryan
Hoover's hands.
The Irish got the ball twice
after Clark's go-ahead basket.
First, they threw away an

inbounds
nio Lang
for Duke
Williams
after the

pass. Then, after Antomissed two foul shots
with two seconds left,
took a long shot just
buzzer.

***** ** * ** * * ********

D & W Auto Glass Shop

El E111111111831

—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee'

the Cowboys' 38-21 victory
over the San Francisco 49ers in
the NFC championship game
Sunday. As he sniffed smelling
salts to regain his senses, someone asked him where he was
playing his next game.
"Henryetta," Aikman
replied.
If ever there was a doubt that
Aikman still has a special affection for this small ranching
community, he may have
answered it then.
"Why else would he say
Henryetta?" said his close
friend William Skimbo, now a
teacher at Henryetta High —
located on Troy Aikman Boulevard. —Mat just shows that his
fondest memories are from
here."
Aikman is so popular in Henryetta that a "Home of Troy

,,9
•°4
FREE MOUNT
AND
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Treadwear Protection Warranty

Grand Classic Tires

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"
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FREE ESTIMATES

As Low As $5995

CALL
753-7020

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Call 7534563

400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111
***** * * * * * * * * *
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legs seemed to give out in the
middle of the second half which
led them to extend the lead."
Tony Dclk finished with 12
points and Rod Rhodes had 11 as
Kentucky (15-3, 5-2) won its
32nd straight game in Rupp
Arena.
Watson led South Carolina
with 21 points and Andy Bostick
contributed 16. The Gamecocks

his

team

intact, pretty

much regardless of expense, has
made him exceptionally popular
with players.

have lost five of their last six
games.
McCarty hit a jump hook one
second before the half ended to
give Kentucky a 35-34 lead.
"We have played a good first
half all year but seem to fall apart
in the second half," said Hall.
"Brassow came off the bench
and played well along with Prickett, who was a monster on the
boards."
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Use second problem was Murray High's play. Particularly in
the first half.
"We didn't move offensively
and defensively they really took
It to us," said the Tiger coach.
"They played with a lot of confidence and took it to us on the
boards."
Trailing 34-29 at half, Murray
trimmed the lead down to three,
54-51 heading into the fourth
quarter. With 4:28 left in the
- game, Murray junior James Foster fed Cheaney for the gametying basket and the score was
60-60.
James Curtis, finishing with 12
points, hit a baseline jumper to
put Murray up 62-60 with 3:19 to
play. One free throw pulled Ballard within one, 62-61, before
Cheaney hit two free throws with
.23 to play. Ballard missed a
3-point attempt and then kicked
the rebound out of bounds.
With :06 to play, Cheaney
canned two more charity shots to
put the game out of reach, 66-61.
Ballard hit a 3-pointer at the buzzer to make the final 66-64.
Foster, the First Region's top
scorer at 23 points per game, finished with 19. Chris Allen hit
two 3-pointers to finish with 17.
Murray got back into the game

ynonna
nment.
pnnci-

sday
'
s
go on

.

Big
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"If you see a player, any player from any school, and he has
the

ability

you're looking for,
"

Butler said, "you
Patience
role,

has

too.

would

played

How

remain

get him.
"
a

many

major
rosters

virtually

intact

after three straight Super flops?
Buffalo's

has.

With such success and with a

Can

the

remain

Cowboys

and

Bills

dominant?

"I doubt it,
" said Haley, who
forced a trade from San Francisco

two Super Bowl
rings with the Niners. "With free
agency, guys are going to realize
that all they care about is the bottom line. Guys are not going to
stay in the area and create a loyalty to the team."

FROM PAGE 8
"I got a call from a woman
this morning who wanted a
ticket for a souvenir," he said.
"I may just print some up and
have a little fun with it."
Rick Thompson, who works
at Bob's Clothing store, was
getting calls from out-of-town
customers desperate for tickets.
"I tell them all we got left is
a pair of tickets on the rock
wall in the north end zone," he
joked.
Cameron Stadium is where
Aikman drew a standing room
only crowd a year ago when he
came home to dedicate a fitness
center. It is where he made his
mark in high school, playing
quarterback for the Henryeua
Fighting Hens (since changed to
Knights) and throwing a
60-yard touchdown pass in the

closing minutes of his first varsity game.
Jack Gibson was there. At 92,
he has announced every Henryetta game since 1937, and
remembers a tall, blond kid who
threw the ball so hard that "the
ends had to be pretty alert."
Gibson's pace has been
slowed by a concussion that
happened when he fell on ice,
and he said he can relate to a
temporary loss of memory.
"They said he thought the
Super Bowl would be played
here. His mind must have been
in

Henryetta,
" Gibson

said.
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"
great owner.

That's not enough. Leon Hess

in the second half with its pressing defense. Ballard committed
11 turnovers in the final two
quarters.
"We can create problems for
teams with our quickness," said
Miller. "We gave up a few easy
baskets in our press, but we also
forced some turnovers."
Murray avoided a big upset
Wednesday, but it wouldn't have
been a surprise. In the five years
of the small-school regional, the
top seed . has neve*On. In fact,
Murray was the No. I seed the
first year and fell to Heath in the
quarterfinals.
"The first game is always the
toughest in any tournament," said
Miller. "The pressure of being
the number-one seed we don't
have to worry about now. There
are four good teams left in the
tournament."
Murray defeated Mayfield
49-45 at home on Jan. 14. In that
game, the Tigers raced out to a
big lead only to see the Cardinals
fight back dangerously close.
"Mayfield is a very good
basketball team," Miller said.
"They pass the ball well and over
here (Murray) their pressure really bothered us.
"This tournament is a threestep deal. We've taken the rust
step, now we have to take the
second step."
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Sewing Machines
Heavy Equipment
SPorTs EQuilOrnent
Firewood
MAK 01
Misceltansiout
TV & Rod°
Pets & Su004tes

SERVICES

EMPLOYMEN

•.'

Legal Notice
Nonce
Personals
Cord of Thonks
n Memory
Lod & Fctrid

'ism Wonted
Jor"sishc & Childcare
Sffuonon Wonted
Business OPPorltintlY
Instruction

003
230
250
200
530

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
280
285 14004e Home Lots for Rent
Buenos" Rentals
300
Wont To Rent
310
Foe Rent
Apartments
320
Rooms For Rent
333
Houses For Rent
343
For Rent or Lease
360

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

20
30

oric•
Enewninating
Baines Services
"eating a Cooling
Services Offered

40
66
60
06

TRANSPORTATION

70
80
95
200
210
220
243
260
3E0

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cots
Vans
Used Trucks
Camped
Boots & Motors

Norm lon6

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

30 iet '10
759-1137

AURORA Pizza Magic.
Closed for the winter
Watch for re -opening
dates

For free
Information call:

SEARS

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
753-2310

'tree lout clam seni- car

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Non

men at

41701

Knights of Columbus Hall
Roberson Road.
south5 Se Hale Rosa. neht an Se. Hale Road Ifit nee
KY 54 west 01 Jonmy

713-0466

PO

Ma3S/104 TO TOU

Treat Hot Wax
Yourself Manicure

Aystiebte Thru Ago 84
Our moo comprehen
she policy pays be
Skilled Intermediate or
Wie
custodial Care
kledicarks new guide
Ines for confinement
Nursing Home Insur
ance s more important
than ever

Box

10

Ankles
For Sale

Mein

$1611:4111
MASSAGe

Ti*• COMFORT Cr KAP 140614
DAVI OTIS 783-31101
J J & Co offers Swedish
fnassroe sessions 5261w
30n*I., $40 tor 1hr Gift
oedlicales available (Greet
gifts tor Valentines) Come
by or cal tor an appointment 753-2511
WILSON Real Estate at
302 So 121h Phone
753-3263 Specsahree 111
waft property sales

"emelt
LONELY? To meet singles
in your siva. Al ages Contact: LOWS USA. 2342 University Station, Murray, KY
42071-3301

Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Ca.;, Custom Vans and Vans For Moving

Office: 753-6910
1-1300-THE-DUCK

112 so. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town'
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
'Green Houses
• Outside Float System
' Float Trays

'Sal-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
• Started Plants

Now booking started & finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
are in reasonably good health and can
to a few questions you may qualify toe
Below are m lee monthly preferred
preferred rates
rates af drfferent ages for $4030 policy

x go 50

age 55
ige 60
age 65
39e 70
age 75

MALE
$1116
14 08
18 28
23 32
31 40
41 48

FEMALE
$856
10 60
1362
169€
23 20
31 24

Premium" guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
local 753-4191
1-400-455-4199
Nailorierkle TOLL FREE

FULL time day waitress
needed experience preferred Apply in person
Homeplace Restaurant
1936 Coldwater Rd levy
121 N in Murray
0 711
News*
Childcare

Card of Thanks
The Long family
would like to thank
everyone for the
many acts of kindness in the recent
loss of our two dear
ones, Uncle Tancel
Orr deceased 1/5/94
and our beloved
mother Pearl On
deAlexander
1/10/94.
ceased
Both resided in
HISSOft, TN at the
time of their death.
Sincerely,
Eddie Orr &
Emmer Orr Long

Hslp
Neese
A fast growing company in
Murray is now scooping
aggressive applicants to MI
sales positions We offer an
excellent benefit package
and a sable future Al menout applicants should sand
a resume to PO BOX
1040-U. Murray, Ky 42071
DERMATOLOGY of Murray is presently seeking
part-erne offioe help 11 you
can type, wait well with
people, have • pleasant,
upbeet table. and enjoy
working in•@mai. well run
office, we want to hear korn
you' Please submit resume
to 300 S Elth, Suite 281 W
Al potential candidates will
be conceded personally for
an interview No phone
cells please
DO you need • GED? Do
you need hope fa the future and he to get•solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings la people 16 thru
21 fiat.,. not ful erne high
school students Call
753-9378 Frre days•week
between 8nOarn-300prn
We we an EOE This protect is funded by tie Western Kentucky Private Industry Counoil-JTPA
HAIRDRESSER needed
Booth rent or commission
Ask kir rya or Diana
Headlines 753-0882

WILL at toe @body & sick
Call 753-4590 for
information

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns 8 tux*
dos Ruth's See and Sew
County Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981

MATTRESSES any size
Buy factory direct, Ask about our Flepedsl Smith Mat
Factory
tress
5026513160

NEW metal siding 8 root
wig Cove 36' cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
and gavaiume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489 2722 or
4392724

7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4 .
1-800-540-9790
TRS-80 computer 8 writer
$150 Also 'Body Plus'
workout station with stair
stepper, $275 759-1518
VERMONT C.asenes wood
stove Vigilant model
50,000 BTU heat, 8.500icu
ft. 295lbs 753-4856

Computers

I1. Buy
ANTIQUES by be piece or
collectors Cal 753-9433
after Sprn
CASH tor mobile home
fires 8 axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679
CASH pawl lor good. used
Miss, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray
DISNEY movies. AM Dogs
Go To Heaven, Cinderella,
The Lady And The Tramp.
and The Utile Mermaid
753-0199
FISHER Price toys (all
kinds), fountain pens wrist
and pocket watches, kid's
metal lunch boxes, old
glassware furniture and
appliances 753-7047
Gray's Rea Market, 6094
South 4th
NORDIC Trio 8 stationery
bicycle Cal 753-7307 to
leave message
WANT to buy 1i. to 1 acre
lot with or without septic
tank and water Call
436-5291 or after Spm cal
753-1693
150
Anklet
Fe IS.
10'4 FT brake, Pro Two for
vinyl siding 436-2701
CAMCORDER, excellent
condiDon CM 437•4327
BOGARD trucking and ex
cevaeng. sic We haul bp
sod, gravel. NI dirt. vehrte
rock, rip rap 759 1828

759-1965
HUMMEL figurines for
sate Cal 759 9339

RA)AC Soki
FOe Trod.
free Column
Wonted

ENERGY efficient homes
at same discount pores
See the Housing Leader
Dinkins Mobile Homes
Inc 24276 Wood St
Pans. TN 1-800642 4891

WNW

Byelaw,
Seabee
K T I arid Associates offer
nig a Kill hne of investigative
services Bel As Center
753-3E168 or 436-6099
IAAYBELLE Joyner Bridals. Wingo, KY Latest
styles prorrigowns and bridal gowns. Great prices
Expert alterations Shown
by apposnanent 376-5387

Resale

SHADY Oaks 2 or Ibr
o‘acolc or gas Walking du
tend' to college 753 5200

Eli

MOBILE home lots for
492 8488

10X55 2913 at Grogan&
depose
$165/trio, hese
759-2570. 753-3860

258

3'10

Noble
Hese Late Fee Nee

Noble
Hones he Rea

KJLL ROACHES, Buy EN
FORCER OverNits Rabat
Spray or OverNiie Pest
Control Concentrate
Makes 2 gallons Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back. GUARANTEED' Available at Coast
to Cosa, 604 N 1211 St.
Murray, KY

I, °cleft:ever

Mobile
Hawes For Reel

FIREWOOD also vee ser
VICO C.al 436 2562

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9603

OFFICE HOURS.
,
Mon.-Frt. 8 0.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 arn.-12 p.m
• 0.06.n.. we 2 days

280

Hoses Fee foie

Humes For Sob
Appieses

753-0081

GE washer $150
GOLD Star floppy disk
computer. cola monitor.
keyboard, lade. and disks
included. $600 753-7968.

MISCELLANEOUS
410
540
560
570

check the first Insertion of
thatIr oda for any error. Murray
Lodger & "knee wit be responsible lot only one incorrect insertion Any .not
should be reported Immectdefy so corrections con be
male.

rent

4 CAR garage with offbe
paved lot 753-4504
800-220050 ft Coleman
RE 753-0098
COMMERCIAL budding for
rent Great location, zoned
right Available irnmedi
atay 404 So 121h St
753 7435 days 753 3966
nights

CLASSIFIED

12X70 2813. I bell. unfurnished $250/mo, plus security 753-0365
2BR Grogan 8 Mobile
Home Village Appliances
8 water turrashed Cole
man RE 753-9896
213R. stove 8 refrigerator
furnished gas. central hiss
$200'mo, $200 deposit
lion 12 miles east of Murray. Hwy 94 8 497
474-2100
2813 osier No pets 1608
N 16th St 753-9866

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency od in Classifieds every cloy.including the Blooper,
for S160 a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

1183
FRIGADAIRE washer
good condition 5100 Days
nights
492-8138

11811

i-Oi $oie or Loose
Home Loons
Real Estate
Loki) Pr°Pe")
,
Cott For Soie
F-orms Foi Sate
Homes For Soie

155
420
430
435
44C
450
460

Fir•wood

753 2498

METAL Lathe
after Spm

SEWING jobs wanted. including formal wear.
753-1061

IMMEDIATE bookkeeping
posieon available Basic BUILT in electric stove 8
computer range Brown IOX12 car
bookluseang
skAs needed Payroll ex- pet 7538273 after 530
perience • ekes Must be CRAFT supplies: Priced
able to work well with to see until Hock a gone
others Applio•tions ac- Includes numerous craft
cepted at 702 Win 51. books of MI types, pants
730ern-3130prn Mon - Fn
trans/era craft kits, hoop
759- 1966.
frames, design stamps
SAFETY Advisors. $2150 license plates, ribbons,
per month Company wI dried flowers, floral acme
train Call Mon-Thur. sores, fabric dye, deco
only, faces, studs. 8 mac 702
9airn-lpm
815-399-8269
Men St Mon-Fri 9ern - 2pm.
TRUCK delver, prowl delaley ful tree COL required
Send resume to PO Box
529, Ailurrey.KY 42071

INDUSTRIAL sae desk
$75 30 gellon fish link
acossaonas nduded, $75,
electric dryer, $100 Cal
756-9629

CLEANING houses, my
business Reliable arid ex SOLID oak entertainment
penenoed. references Cal center $1,000 value. $350
Linda 759-9563
753 7275 alter Spin
WILL do house cleaning SUN tanning beds new 8
Have references Call used, financing available
474-2131 after 3pm . ask for Parts. service 8 supplies
Betty or leave message
Call Sonny Hooks

Card
of flares

It you

answer no

Excellent MOTO to asat
produce
samba
home Info 1-504-E461702 Dept Ky-2021

0311

Americas Second Car

.ZUglyDuckling
LTA=122111

ASSEMBLERS:

NEM ESTAIE SALES

MEI Ikells

Ica
NOW

ADJUSTMENTa
Adtverftws we requested to

whirlpool

$225 for
both Good condition
Zeneth 25' color TV, remote control. cabinet
model, excellent condition
$250 Hot Pant refngerator, 2yrs old, whine $350
30' Enterpnse stove by Hot
Point 2yrs old $275 excellent condition 489-2771
dryer $100. or

14x70, EXCELLENT condi
eon, 2br. 14 bads, custom
built wood fireplace.
8/i X 1 3
deck, central Na, underpay
rung included Garbage disposal, del-washer 8 stove
$11,000 Call 7594-481.
Detroit butt

1993 GATEWAY Mobile
Home. 14x60, 2br, 1 bath
completelty furnished
5027537753 after sale
30 days possession

COLOR coordinated Wing
MOT lurnoture and
songs Be
START off the New Year VI
Hoea-bed
RCA • brand new 31w. 2 bath
esibles
VCR ca- multi secson home kw only
9037 tor info 8 $192 per month' Sale pr•
iced at $23 995 Pkis marry
other epeeists now avail
SOFA 8 matching chair, she with lowest payments
$175 Table 8 4 chairs, evert See these beautiful
$60 Wider chest, $20 homes at Volunteer
753-8569 afar Sprn
Homes, Hwy 79 E. Pars
TN 38242 901 642 4466

LATE model 50 NIF tractor
excellent condition
753-5463, 753 0144
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

753-1916

Call Us Today!

1971 2B13 Water, $3,200
Cal she Spm. 436-5701

CUMMINGS WIN P0686
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 206
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027

Hoes
Furnishings

Visa and Master Card

OVER 30 preowned hOITIO1
to choose from priced
$500 and up Many late
model homes like new in
side Easy financing with
lowest monthly payments
in years Buy now whole the
rates are still low' Volunteer
Homes Hwy 79 E Paris
TN 38242 901 -642 4466
No Reasonable Offers
Refused'

PHYSICAL THERAPIST or LICENSED
PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
Methodist 1 lospt tal of McKenzie I Tome Care has an
immediate opening Must be licensed in Tennessee
Previous home health experience desired Fulltime position with all benefits interested parties
should contactloyce Hamilton, Human Resources Director
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-4171

E.O.E.

DORDERTOWN
PI IAN I AK, I I %%I %sit

1901) 247-1665 • HWY 641

Wed - Country Dance Lessons
Thurs • Top 40 Rock WRoll (College Nile)
IF,, -Country Music (DI)
I Sat - Live Rork N' Roll or Blues Bands
OPEN: WED.-SAT. 7 P.M.-MIDNIGHT

Classified Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ac
3 days get 1 day

FREE
..6 days - 2 days free, 9 days - 3 days tree_y
!

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
V Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads will
remain in effect. If you are a regular classified
customer and your ad is already scheduled to
start in February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

SAVE!

Call

753-191G
to place your ad.

1
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Hosea
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1111148MIMMM
Fet IleM

AelelmeMs
Fer Nest

he I arc. low 2139 dose to university on
DOWNTOWN offic• BR. good
631 N wooded lot 753 8755
$200wrio
Allem
spac• Court Squat• 4111 753-2339 or 753-8767 753-0654
at
$100
upsiars-beginnexg
EIR neer USU. applianoes 289 duplex in Northwood
includes agrees CM Defurnished Coleman RE 6325,mo 750-4406
as, at 753 1266
75.3-9896
289 townhouse nee apeRETAIL or Oaks Spam in
aous appkanoes wicks:iS Side Shoppng Center I OR 28r apes near down- mp washer a dry•r
town Murray 7534109
753-4.509 or 7534612
753-4573

289 apt 2 Diodes Irvin
campus water a garbage
krnished 753-5080
289 central we heat& str,
car1,2,380 apts Furnished applierxies furnished.
outsKle storage
visry nice near IIASU No peted $350imo plus de7 5 3 1 2 5 2 budding
p•ts
7532378
days.7530605 aim 5pm posit No peas

farr.:

489 2 bath apis available
for len occupercy Centel
Na appicarces lumshed
Located on Diuguid Coleman RE 753-9898

BEAUTIFUL ax duplex. all
the amenities wood bum
Ing tlreP4609 9•159•• &
deck 753-3742 after 5pm

ABSOLUTE 9,AUCTION
10:07 a.m.

Thuredlay, Feb.
Hwy. 641 and 80 Hardin, Ky.
TNT Convenience Mart. Lock and Key Business 5 commercial tracts
• 2 commercial buildings 200 to 1000 ft frontage :t 7 acres

ROOMMATES to share
hoe 30r horns; $135mo
plus deposit 753 6808
least, messag• if no

EMBASSY 2tir central
gas *whence. turnsted
Coleman RE 75398011
MUR CAL Apanments nor
accepting 'pp/cabana for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4064 Equal

inewer

near ISSU ism stove
reIngerator and sod hoo
kup Mae end security de
poet references No pew
753 1059

289

VERY nice 25r 2 bet du 289
with attached garage
plea appliances turnished
lot 711 Payne Si
mineral gas hie Northwood deep
$3
50/mo
Di $475mio 1 moot de 7838767 753-2339 or
pose 1 yaw lease No pea
7S32906
289 with washer & dryer
1661
As.
Calloway
498•8977
amass
499 2 ball telly furnished
Fer Rasa
Lakefront dear, vAirlpool
1614 OLIVE all
tub
weekly Of monthly
lurnahed kitchen I hying r•t•s Col•man RE
room privileges Coleman 7539898
RE 753-9898
489 with gas heal, extra
moo large yard 605 Sycamore, $405rno 753.2339
or 753-8767
BEAUTIFUL 2Eir depict,
289 all electric house in
take view, wrap wound
Panararna Shores Kitchen
deck, minutes from Murray
With stove & refrigerator
$400, HUD o k 527-9639
screened Si
great room
porch 8 deck lyr lame
NEWLY remodeled 2br
$275mo with 1 MI° deposit home w/ garage/storage
753 6313 842 8664
Neer k4SU and downtown
289 house on So 75i St $375/mo With lease and
7534199
6350/mo lease I deposit deposit
required 753 4109

Houssig Opportunely
NEW 2br duplex with caport and outside storage
6436mo phis lease I, deposit Cal 753-7961
NICE duplex 2br cental
Nis applianoes furnshed
Coleman RE 7539898

NOW taking applicators
tor Season 8 low rent hous
Apply in person at
Pig
Southsita Manor 906
Broad St Extended. be
mean Sam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity
TAKING applications for
seam 8 rent subsidized
spennwees 1. 2 1 3 bed
morns, handicap accese
bin Equal Housing Oppor
lunity Apply Hidele Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113

Omens
VINO

1977 FORO van has six
1 1 A Hsiang mon%
captors chars crime air Moan up odd robs me
I a table 98 XXX miss trimmwig tree remover
7530056
frautch hauling, green are
1985 FORD rased roof, wood Free mammas Tim
conversion van. 302 400 Lamb 4345744
amAin stereo, radar doodler. Al 14 leaf raking mulch
only 53 XtUt WWI miss
rig, light hauling 436 2528
Price reduced must sell ask for Mork
753-7275
Al. AL'S hauling yard
sat, Me removal rim
ing Fr•• •stimat•it
NEW USTINGI Don't miss
769.1683
Vie eithimely nor 'nodPry
.he
home
Ned
1978 CHEVROLET, pia. Al TREE Service Stump
mid $60s
and spraying Free
saddle asking $1,500 7561823, removal
card near
mammies 753-0906 met
sag re 753-4545
School
5pm 750-9816. 753-0496
windows. 1982 CHEVROLET cus
place
it's Central tom, 6 cyc , straight shift, ALPHA Builders Careen
luta,
.ind central as pit
gccd condition Illy f61•10011111119 porches
roofing
Attu' decor ;Ja- 11.700 435-4485
concrete
drivit
de. Uttered at 655.900
ways
painsng, mama,
cock150
D
DODGE
1984
MLS 5441 Contact Kopnonce etc Free esernases
Pt. 6 cic• auto 489 2303
,*
perud Realty 753 1222
Asking $2.800 759 409.3
ANTENNA Repair and in
arc
1989 BLACK Strerado. 2 stallion Replace Of instal
rod one owner good con quality Channel Master an
Mulanyelat
Own 753 9810
bones, rotors arid amp/
MOTORCYCLE restora- CHE vv i,, ton truck bed hers Bessiey 5 Antenna
tion painting frames ten no tailgate Ready to put on Service, Buchanan
901 642 4077
des, tanks etc AM work
6, paint $275 7530365

ISMEDIATE possession
could be yours in tie greet
3br 2 bat Ona ranch mei
many recent improvemina includng new vinyl
elm arid shutters security
doors, remodeled baths
Spacious Irving and dying
areas Pnoed vi the low
805
MLS 5299 Call
753 1222for more into and
your showing today

guaranteed

reasonable

Call

rates

at

Mike

753 3643

Fer &sat
Or lame

Colima

siding for

n, zoned
awned
1201 St
'53-3966

1

Der
e)
S.

les
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For your consideration this 4 year high volume/high profit $900,000
annual business (19931. Located at the crossroads on the highly
traveled Hwy 641 at Hardin. This juthly productive bustness has all
the amenities you seek including a modern attractive 2600 sq. ft.
store building with wide easy merchandising isles, convenient
kitchen, deli and cash out area. Gondola shelving, large reach-In
display coolers; deli display cooler; meat slicer; popcorn popper,
cabinetry and all the equipment necessary for ease of operation.
The building has 2 natural gas - gas pack HVAC systems for heating
and cooling and has city sewers and water. The buildings served by a
400 AMP in conduit breaker system.
This excellent well designed and well located operation fills the needs
of hundreds of passersby's daily. It is situated on a blacktop lot and
has plenty of site area for expansion.
The three 8000 gallon gasoline tanks and the 2000 gallon kerosene
tank is owned by the store. This allows the new store owner the
opportunity to select the distributor of his or her choice. All tanks are
4 years old with 30 year warranties and are current to or surpass
upgraded EPA regulations.
The canopy, gasoline dispensing equipment and gasoline signage is
provided by the current distributor.
The convenience store is situated on tract 2 and will be offered on a
single tract with approx. 2 acres and 280 ft. of frontage and also
offered in combination with adjacent tracts and offered to include the
entire approx. 7 acres 1000 ft. tract.
TRACT 3
The 2400 sq ft. commercial building is situated on tract 3 with
approx. one acre & approx. 130 ft. frontage. The all metal free span
building has commercial windows and door. Ten x ten ft. overhead
door, insulated walls and ceiling, concrete floor, separate metered wired in conduit, forced air natural gas heat, city water and sewers
and fluorescent lighting. The office is 12x15 ft. dry walled, tiled floor
and wall unit air conditioning.
TRACTS 1, 4 AND 5
Consider these excellent commercial lots. High traffic, high visibility
and located within 10 minutes of the lake and Murray and within the
community of Hardin. Situated at one of the few cut throughs on
Highway 641 which is considered a highly limited access highway
with fenced right of ways. A current survey should be available by 128-94. Our best estimates at this writing. Tract 1 ± 250 ft. frontage ± 1
acre; Tract 4± 140 ft. frontage ± l'/2 acres; Tract 5 ± 250 ft. frontage I
1.3 acres. All tracts will be offered separate and in combinations with
adjacent tracts.
TERMS OF AUCTION: Tract 2 - TNT Convenience Store $25,000.00 deposit day of auction. Tracts 1,3, 4 and 5. 15% deposit
day of auction, Balance within 30 days - all tracts. A 10% Buyers
Premium will be added to final bids and included in the total contract
prices.
INVENTORY:As this is a highly productive ongoing business, store
will remain open with all stock to be inventoried day of real estate
closing and purchased by new owner at wholesale discounted prices.
Approx inventory this writing $20,000.00.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Survey incomplete at this writing. Approximate sizes as follows: Tracts 1,3 - 1 acre each; Tract 2 - 2 acres;
Tracts 4 & 5 approx. 1.5 acres each.

ROBERT ALEXANDER
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
1860 Lone Oak Rd. 1'aducah, Ky. 42003

PHONE (502) 554-5212
Robert Alexander, Broker & Auctioneer
John Alexander, Auctioneer
Nation Wide Toll Free 1-800-307-SOLD

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, Jan. 29th - 10:00 •.m.
Mr. di Mrs. 0.H. Peterson' moving and have
commissioned Kennon Auction Co. to sell
this following personal property at public
auction.
Directions: From Paris take Hwy 69-N (Mayfield Hwy )to 1406 turn left in front of the old
Solo's Mkt Go to Main St & turn right(road will
turn into gravel) Turn right at the ''T" in road 8
continue on to a fork in the road 8 go lell
Follow to sale site Signs will be posted
COlieCtibles & Household
Old wicker chair set, Old
Presidenrs chair from Milligan College. TN, Old
school desks

Wardrobe

Drive

of

magazines

Children's

Newspapers

Classic Set

and more
Glassware

including over 30 Pc's

dishes 8

vases, 26 pc

Cut

glass punch set, cut glass

pitcher I candy dish Covered candy dishes cake
Hen on

Brass candle holders

Mustache cup

nests Blue truitiars

Printed feed bag Baskets Quilt
Tins Churn

78 records
corn shelter, 1 man
cross -cut saw blades, Hay needles 8. hay hooks, Old
insulators 2 pc's marble Twin bed w mattress set
Folding cots, Canvas cots Room size area rug
Electric wall clock, Small TV Table lamp Typewn
ter, Utility cart, Kitchen utensils, Butcher knives,
pieces, Old cookbooks,Old
Cast iron dinner bet, Old

Food dehydrator. Steamer, Crock pot Etectnc wok
New
cream maker Tea kettles Glassware

ice

Heater

Fans

(window>

Waxer/Butler, Picture

frames, Seasoned wood pieces Christmas ,tams
Concrete yard animals 6 planters Bird baths
Bicycle it lots of misc

759-4081

$20-$40/mo

trailers

STORAGE
753 7888

items

Nay

or rigid pipe

threaders, Pipe

saw Complete set
cutter Reamer, vise

A

Sluda

1973
Both

gas

753-8756

1985

CADILLAC
high

$21 'roll

olitOS

He

$7 800

OBO

Bonneville.

A Hauling tree trim

$1 25
Jap 8 Fescue
Fescue 759 9060 call after

lobs

Free

estimates

bales

square

hay,

Grass hay in rolls

HOPPER, 436-5848

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways, hauling. foundations
etc 759-4664

dete

Service, corn

foundations, septic

systems R H Nesbitt, Masonry Phone 492 8516

condison, extra good gas
mileage

TIMOTHY

work

1989 OLDS Cutlass 4dr, 1
owner, low mileage merit
Price negotiable

901 584-4475

Pun

1989 TOYOTA Celia. ST
Red

Cal 436 2575

All

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmor,. Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
8088Y

BACKHOE

ming, tree removal dean
ing out sheds attics, 8 odd
436 2102 Luke Lamb

SQUARE bates hay $1 50

REPAIRS

trained by 3 masor

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic Wink
installation, repair replace
merit 750-1515

Simian
°Owed

$3,300

SOLD

clover, $2 50/bale
753 8848 before 9pm

Garage
Con

Connelly

530

mod-

1 1 1

PON

betas of

Square

with

and lots of extras

Extra nice

Sedan

excellent

De Vrtle

Yamaha out drive

tackets

4 cyl

inboard

753 5094

Macon

753-3712

53,XXX miles excel

cSUBDIVIcSION

Vent condition, great gas
milage $8,500 492-8865

New subdivision featuring large lots,
all utilities and no city taxes.

1990 CAVALIER. 28r, auto,
orspit, Wc, 40,XXX actual

AKC Miniature Pomeranian
puppies Vet checked
$150,ea
ready to go
901 584 4.475

Watley Tur-

DISCUS Fish

quoise HO

Different

Fin

miles,

red

car

sharp

Save 19.94%

753-8428

lot prices from $9,500
through February!

Discounted

Dakota LE.
automatic, V-6, no a/c,
38,xXX mites, 87.100 oho
1992 DODGE

Owner

7530036 day or 492 8684
night

Inc ng Amiable

Call 753-3387 for Details

Handyman lack Portable air compressor Air
Nuts bolts,
Old blacksmith

vise, Msc tools,

etc

tank
nails

Yazoo 8 H P Honda engine 2 aluminum boats

Ford sub-soiler. Landscaper w'aerator 8 scraper
New

blade Homelrt

chansaw Stith 042 chainsaw,

set John Deere plow points, Chain hoist, Several
2
boomers, Trailer axles. Old farm wagon
wheel utikty trailer, Water tank
kerosene, Treated posts

Hog rack,

Metal

fence

Locally raised, high

from

Small
Drum of

HAVE an obedient, safe

Several pc's good

home

or

show

for

dog

Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858
PEG'S

Grooming

Dog

753-2915

Reel
Ealale
58 ACRES of pnme demSouthwest

lopment land

750-9247

side of Murray

bon

Auctioneer's Note

Sale to be held under tent w

plenty of seatng Concessions available
Announcements day of sale take precedence over

K

pnnted matenai

KENNON co.
AUCTION

JOE D. KENNON

Auctioneer

Phone 901-642-3750
RT. 5 • PARIS, TN 38242 • FIRM LIC #1082

Realty

KOPPERUD

has

buyers waiting to purchase

ranges 11
you we thinking at seSngcontact 009 01 our courtehomes all pnce

ous

professional

and

or slop

agents at 753-1222
at 711 Main St

by Oboe

LOOKING to buy secluded
wooded
with
house
acreage

Fixer upper with

shop Wor out building

a

753-7585 anytime
Realty

Callo-

County's oldest and
most reliable real este*

way

agency For at your real
estate needs call tom loat 75.3.1651i
more and 1211 St

day

Syca-

4141

Lab
For Sal.
ACRES wooded lot
Coles Campground & 1611
St 539ft footage on N 1611

3

$20,000

753 7975

121 Howes

Happy

Valentine's
Day
To All
My
Family!
Love,
Kristin

Fe Seie
3BR horn. in Kingswood
Subdivision,

Southwest

School DOW,living room
den I kitchen combination,
11,
after

bet

Call

5 30pm

7530639
or

leave

message
on well shaded

3139 horns
'4 acre lot

South 121. 6

miles Immediate posses
son 4362521

Just bring in $8.00 for a picture, names & lovelines, along with a stamped, selfaddressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00for Lovelines(no
more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photos & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 10th.

Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

489

2 Complete Holstein

Dispersals

Mayfield, Kentucky
on
Ti.lolownp wig ow sold at the Oasdate Dairy f arrn T Oa hopeowy 303 south horn Mayfield and continuo
larrn Woos 42 wee
303 through Csba to Ihe Howard Canoe Road Go 1 miaow!on Hewed Case lo Me
lona
110.•
horn
maw
50
•
lin•
Nieisourl
is.
horn
bolo
50
tone
0W1 ot Paducah 7 new north 0 de Tenn
Or II HOW wow of Isouroaa Koraucty (Graves Cooney)
at 9:30 am. C.S.T. (slow)
200 Heed of Dairy Cattle-Dalry Equipment-Farm Equipment

Sheets of black

shop
harm items
Terms of Sale Cash or check with proper identifica
plastic, Extension & step ladders Lots of misc

&

PUBLIC AUCTION

Saturday, Feb. 5, 1994

posts. 30

U day poles Roll of concrete wire 4 rolls H D woven
5gal bucket of nails,
hog wire. Roll of barbed

wire
scrap metal

7530919

quality fah

stand

suRPRIsE youR vALENTINE

Classified Advertising Dept.

Alpine stereo

rieVy

grass.

of

Sportscrah

kept

bon

492-8376
bales

ROUND

1991 17FT

clean 7538165 after 6pm

loaded both excellent can

HAY for sale Timothy 8
ck,,,,,, $2 25/beio oat
$2/bale cal Steve Malt

753 8056

and pens warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753.2455

Yamaha

220

fur

custom

saes available to choose
Tools, Etc.

10 Radial arm

With their picture (Sr message, or a Loveline in the paper on Feb. 14, 1994!

wssews

Factory

2 door,
53.XXX local mitre. extra

Mercedes

Lassies!
11 Supplies

ROBERTS

will
ied
Ito
re-

435 4442

1982 CUTLASS,

1985 AUDI 4003S
120

woodworkng
APPLIANCE

walk thru windshield

Call 753-2905

able

&

repair

manufacturers

CUTLASS
Brougham needs motor or
repair, $250 firm
759- 1518

presently has units avail

plus

as

Stor•ge

NORTHWOOD

5IYTI

cruet, pitchers 8 more

plates

auto transmission, cast

ANTIQUE refinishing
°Ours

aluminum wheels. extras

1 98 0

of Ruby red

Satn glass, Milk glass lamp basket old hen candy

1993 Ford Ranger
XLT Low mileage power,

ae

Shoney s

behind

eler 9pm

Books including Old Poe collection. Glenna
Finley 8 Lucy Walker collections, 1929 7 volume
the Lonesome Pine " Old
mystenes 1908 •Trait

NEW

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Conte

-PARTIAL LISTING--

Fine cherry victrola

, Came

brick

house

saes, needs work

on

5

A 1973

12X60 25, mobile home
Will 5.8 together or sep•rat• to best offer
753-1078

FOR sale by owner 45, 2
Irving room, 25.11,
On 1 5 acres 1991 county
style home lake sew poperty, $119900 Shown by
appointment 436 5900
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BOBS Plumbing Rome THE Craw Keeper Gong
Santee Al work gueron out a tom,Unable to limp
tit•if 753 1 1 34 or your pet,) MI comely your
436 5832
horns aare lot your pat
CARPORTS tor ow" and whip you can t Don't put
trucks Sceoal sizes tor your pet Omagh eve misery
natio Nome boas RV" of bong kept in an unforniExciearpra proem IN place I hem sorted vi
OM
OM, high warty excelent Murray kx 4 yaws Rear
re/us Roy Hi 759-4664 •nces available C•II
527-l8 atter 6cm
Calle Chia Chimney
Sweeps has 10% sensor SURE WAY Tree II Stump
dmounie We sal Removal Mame mei lull
cnirriney ORM end screens in ot equipment Fres esumetes Day or night
436-4191
753- 5484
COUNTERTOPS custom
C Dinh Fiepar aMonis
T
Horns'. esters offices
Wultts Recovery. Murray nonce Elsiolnica-Cleanng
1210 Mein Stmt.
Sewers
436-5560
753-1252 dace 753-0606
CUNNINGHAM'S Heaong 753-5706 dier Som
and Cooling Sanas Corn
pieta ristaliaon and eavic• Call Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM bulldozrg and
tacknoe work septic systems, 354 8161 altar 4pm
DRYWALL hnishing reoars sot:Mons and blow
ing palings 753-4761
D 8 T Construction Remodeling ecldeons decks
siding, *noes. electrical II
plumbing 436-2744
436 5037
ELECTRICAL-Ron Halt
Healing. Cooling & Electric
Inc Service sales and in
stallebon (502) 435 4699
435 4327
EXPERIENCED dry well
finishing References avail
able 436- 2060
GENERAL Repair plumb
ing. rooting tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Racing vinyl siding pant
ing Free estimates 18
years expenence Local re
ferences 436-2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding,
vinyl replacement windows, vinyl flooring
436 2052
HEATING Ron Hall Heating, Cooling and Electnc
Co Service unit replace
rnent and complete install
bon Licensed gas installer
Phone 435-4699
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING 'Serving Calloway Co
Ion 22 years'Carpetsi'pholstery Emergency
water removal 753-5827
ICENSED for electnc and
gas 753-7203
MR Chimney chimney
, Onerier 492 8723
oLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

THE Gum( Co Seamless
sturkinvon gumni vlirdoty
of oolors Licensed, Ni
sued Emma* rweilable
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Servos' Censer deemingsaviong $15 most repairs
$36 Free ssorraist Routs
1 Mnvo Open 9-12. 1-5.
Mon -Fri . 753-0630
SHEETROCK hnishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnumn 492-8742
SUDDEN service madonna a Cfimmercsal apse
759-1011
ROCKY COLSON Horne
Ropey Roohng. siding,
poineng, plumbing, ooncrew Foie manatee Cal
474-2307
WINDOW a door repair
20yrs •xp•rienc•
753-2330
SEWING machine raw
Kenneth Bwitil 753-2671

Protect Your Number One Investment
ileifJIM

DAY PAINTING

PAPERIINGING

CONTRACT BRIDGE

Burns Supper Jan. 28
The Murray Caledonia Society
will host the second annual Burns
Supper on Friday. January 28th in
the ballroom of Murray State University's Curns Center, beginning at
7 p.m.
This traditional Scotush evening
of entertainment corruirmorates the
Jan. 25,1759 buthday of Scotland s
National Poet, Robert Burns. An
interesting coincidence is that the
city of Murray's namesake, Legislaux John L. Murray was also born on
Jan. 25th in 1826.
Originally initiated in the mid19th century, Burns Suppers, or
-Bums Nicks", are now one of the
most popular of Scottish celebratxmis, held each year in thousands of
locations throughout the world.
While there is always an emphasis
on the songs and prose of Robbie
Bums, the evening is truly meant to
be one of general merriment, in the
Highland manner.
This year's Bums Supper begins
with a delicious full course dinner,
prepared by MSU Food Service,
featuring a traditional Scottish
menu.
Pageantry will prevail during the
piping in of the Haggis (a Scottish
pudding), and during the reading of
Bum's poem, "Ode to a Haggis".

Musical CfaCrIALIMICIll will be
provided by the MSU Concert
Chou, as well as Bill Thurman. Jr
of Memphis.on the Celtic fiddle and
Pennywhistle, and Corey Moroni
from Puxico, MO on the bagpipes.
Robert Valenune, well-known Murray thespian and humorist will act as
Emcee for the evening.
Reservations for this unique Murray experience can be made by
calling 762-6888. Tickets, priced at
SI2 each for adults and S7 each for
students will be available at the
door. However, due to limited seaung, reservations are encouraged

The Art of Good Defense
I

all. PI'

North dealer
North-South vulnerabk
NORTH
* A 95 3
•A J 2
• A 10
•QJ 74
WEST
EAST
+84
.7
•Q 1043
•9 76
- --a Q64
•J 742
•AK 85
•96 3 2

Politically Incorrect
Politicians would have
you believe public notice
advertising should be
stopped. But the voting
public has another view 83% of Kentuckians
disagree with that position, indicating Kentuckians are probably more
informed and sensitive to
the issues.

soul,"
•K QJ 1062
•K 85
• K 93
•10
The bidding
South West
North East
3*
['ass
Pass
1 NT
4 NT
Pass
Pass
4
•
6
5*
Pass
Opening lead — two of clubs
There is a lot of room for deception in bridge. as anyone who succumbs toe cunning play can readily
testify. For example,consider East's
performance in this deal where he
was defending against six spades
West led a club. won by East with the
ace after declarer had followed low
from dummy East thereupon returned the five of clubs!
Had South known that East had

Shopper Atutudes in Kentucky. IthI
The Preston Group, Lieungton. Ky

lest your play
the king also, he could have made the
slam then and there by discarding a
heart on the return But. lacking Xray vision. South ruffed the club and
staked his hopes on a heart finesse
He naturally assumed from East's
plays to the first two trIcke that West
had the king of clubs,in which case a
heart finesse offered by far the best
chance for the contract When South
attempted the-finesawlater OW the
jack lost to the queen and he went
down one
East's more normal play on the
opening lead would have been to win
the trick with the king But thia
would have given the show away
because. for practical purposes, it
would have marked him with the
ace Declarer would sooner or later
have been able to trap the ace by
leading dum my's q ueen through East
to establish a parking place for his
heart loser
By playing the ace at trick one,
East implanted the thought in
declarers mind that West had the
king The low club return at trick two
served to strongly reinforce that impression
East wason relatively safe ground
when he returned a low club at trick
two,because he knew from the deuce
of clubs lead that West had either
four clubs or one.

Fee 81111111•S
4.1esoreedi Roe
frvIJ kW.
,

753-4921

Fleming Furniture_ Benton & Paducah *

* Fleming Furniture... Benton & Pack
"LI

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Wail

WOOD WORKS
L9

Computer Cal Vinyl. Logos and Letters. Custom
Banners Plywood Sows, Magnebc Sogins, Vehicle
Letterrg, Plexiglass Signs, Window Lettering, Real
Estate Signs, Office Swage,Greeting and AcNertir.ing
Posters Sanctiasled Redwood Signs, Archrtectural
Signs, Metal and Foam Linens. Bronze Paques, Trade
Show SgrisiDeptays. Any Custom Wood Works
Call 502-382-2306 Phone or Fax

Final
Davis

**PAY NOTHING
Til January 1995

118

• NOT ONE PENNY In PAYMENT$1
• NOT ONE PENNY In INTEREST!
• NOT ONE PENNY
until

0

We Accept MasterCard 4 Visa

JANUARY 1995/

ENDS SOON
CUSTOM KITCHEN CALUMETS
CUS TOW WODOWORIUNG

•

ik

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4c0 Sikkiaary

MURRAY 03•11.1 Bumf Ek•ad)
753-5940

SPECIAL STORE HOURS:
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Super Bowl
Sunday
1:00 - 5:00

9:00 - 8:00
9:00 - 5:00
1:00 - 5:00

HOROSCOPES
SWAY.JANUARY DC 1994
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
ilaw of binh. call I-900-988-77NX. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
II.‘PPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE will power on your way to the top.
LIFE: Cultivate a child's artistic talent.
1 F...tR OF
, ill enjoi highVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
panne!\hi'
fisorable influences. Maxamize Impulsive decisions will not bring
fiance, tor success by being the results you -seek. Look before
inagniati, and tlesihle. Although you leap into a tricky situation.
..tandid nature tk.casionally corn- Frank discussions with friends bear
li
romance. it will guarantee fruit. Get financial promises in writing to avoid squabbles later on.
itsOlIk' exciting tunes! Let affairs
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
,' the hean take their own direction.
I he financial picture brightens when Remember, any career frustrations
tias el tor business of pleasure are temporary. Turn to your family
for support and encouragement.
ICS! Ni s ellihei Of December.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Rubbing shoulders with influential
IIIS HU E: actor Alan Aida. people could lead to an exciting
.ii!ess Barb Kenton. author Susan relationship. Play a waiting game.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211: A
sontag. mmidii br Anur Rubinstein.
behind-the-scenes arrangement will
swiss explorer Auguste Piccard.
%RIES l %larch 2I -April 191: give you the power to mold events.
irs ill die honors that are heaped Tap into important resources. Joinmityo,, now. VIPs like your style ing a professional or communityand derring do. Just a word of warn- minded group will widen your
/1):. Po'kk
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 27. 1994

Today is Monday. Jan. 27, the 27th day of 1994. There are 338
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
Fifty years ago, on Jan. 27, 1944, thinng World War II, the Soviet
Union announced the end of the deadly German siege of Leningrad,
which had lasted for more than two years.
On thu date:
In 1756. composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born in Salzburg, Austria.
In 1832, Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, who wrote '.!.Alice's Adventures in Wonderland" under the pen name Lewis Carroll. was born in
Cheshire, England.
In 1880, Thomas Edison received a patent for his electric incandescent lamp.
In 1943, the first all-American air raid against Germany during
World War II took place as sane 50 bombers struck Wilhelmshaven.
In 1951, an era of atomic testing in the Nevada desert began as an
Air Force plane dropped a one-kiloton bomb on Frenchman Flats.
In 1967, astronauts Virgil I. "Gus" Grissom, Edward H. White and
Roger B. Chaffee died in a flash fire during a test aboard their "Apollo One" spacecraft at Cape Kennedy, Fla.
In 1967, representatives from more than 60 nations signed a treaty
banning the orbiting of nuclear weapons.
In 1985, a secret three-day military -satellite mission of the space
shuttle "Discovery" ended with a smooth landing in Florida.
In 1988, the Senate Judiciary Committee unanimously approved the
nomination of Judge Anthony M. Kennedy to the U.S. Supreme Court.
Ten years ago: Singer Michael Jackson suffered second-degree
bums on his scalp when a smoke-bomb canister exploded during the
filming of a Pepsi-Cola TV commercial at the Shrine Auditorium in
Los Angeles.
Five years ago: President Bush held an inforrnal White House news
conference in which he defended a widely criticized pay raise for
Congress scheduled to go into effect the following month.
One year ago: The Commerce Department imposed temporary tariffs on steel imports from 19 countries, drawing sharp criticism from
some of the affected nations.
Today's Birthdays: Musical conductor Skitch Henderson is 76.
Actor Troy Donahue is 58. Ballet star Mikhail Baryshnikov is 46.
Actress Bridget Fonda is 30.
Thought for Today: "Who never doubted, never half believed.
Where doubt is, there truth is — it is her shadow." — Gamaliel Bailey, American abolitionist (1807-1859).

Thirty years ago

25 years on Jan. 24.

Tea years ago

Murray -Calloway County
Community Theatre has joined
forces with Bank of Murray and
Peoples Bank to bring the classic
children's play, The Wind in the
Willows, to area grade school
students.
A feature story about Kathie
Broach, juvenile services officer
for Calloway County, is published. The story and pictures
were by Staff Wnter Ruth Ann
Coleman,
Calloway County High School
Laker Boys and Girls Basketball
Teams beat Mayfield High
School Cardinals in games at
Mayfield. High scorers were
Skinner for Calloway and Mathis
for Mayfield for boys, and Tress
for Calloway and Payne for Mayfield for girls.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K.
(Chuck) Guthrie were married for

Twenty years ago

Calloway County Court Clerk
Marvin Hams reports that only
1,800 license plates have been
sold for local cars so far. Hama
said 14,000 to 15,000 cars must
be licensed here before March
when the new tags must be on
cars.

SUMS/ Hughes, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Bun H. Hughes and
senior at Calloway County High
School, was crowned as 19'73-74
Sweetheart of Distributive Educauon Clubs of America (DECA).
Mr. and Mn. Clovis Byerly
were married for 50 years on
Dec. 25.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mitchell,
Jan. 16, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Blanton, Jan. 19; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Wallace,
Jan 20.

Soil surveys were made on
90,000 acres of Calloway County
this past year by Soil Scientisu
of U.S. Soil Conservation Service, according to a story written
by Maurice Humphrey, local soil
scientist.

Robe nDr
Alsup spoke on
-Clinical Work in Reading" at a
meeting of Murray Area International Reading Association held
at Education Building, Murray
State College.
Larry E Myers, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert W. Myers, is taking
basic training at Naval Training
Center, Great Lakes, III.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Marvin Bell, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Dowdy, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Henson,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hopkins and slid to Mr. and Mrs. Joe

DEAR ABBY I'm sure you'll be
deluged with C.S Customs stones.
but I wanted to share mine We
were returning from the Far East
:Ind ran into a customs officer who
kept badgering me regarding a diamond pendant I was wearing, insisting that it be declared a purchase
Finally. I remembered that I had
worn it for my driver's license picture. so I whipped that out. After
inspecting the photograph, with a
grudging smirk he let me continue
on.
I realize this is a problem
because many are not honest in
their declarations, but it really was
;in upsetting experience.
BADGERED IN MINNESOTA

ceived a flood of letters concerning L'.1.1. t'ustoms inspectors, pro
and con. A few of the "con"
letters:
DEAR ABBY: You and I must
have had a run-in with the same
customs officer in Honolulu. He was
very rude and questioned everything I brought back from New
Zealand, including the little packages of candy I had in sealed bags to
give to my children
He acted like I was some kind of
crook and made me show him
receipts for everything 'candy
includedi! Luckily, I had kept all
receipts in an envelope in my purse.

He even read ms. personal diary,
which I felt was an invasion of my
privacy He laughed at some of the
things I had written and repeated
some of the entries out loud
My husband, who was standing
behind me in line, had no difficulty
at all The officer did not inspect my
husband's things; he just sent him
on through. The man must have
had a thing about pushing women
around. Or maybe he was henpecked at home, and this was his
way of getting back at women. I
can't begin to tell you all the mean
little things he did. He humiliated
me.
k1CTIMIZED TRAVELER,
GIG HARBOR, WASH

By GARY LARSON

44-tesci
tus•

uoluair-anpuinA ;u!tual

DEAR ABBY: The letter al) iiit
the discourteous customs inspector
was very true. As a 30-year traveler
own a travel agency I, I have gone
through U.S. Customs at least 150
times. Not. once have I received a
pleasant or courteous kind of welcome that could compare with England's inspectors.
I know the job is not an easy one.
and is often frustrating and demanding, so I always make an effort to be
as cooperative as passible.
On my arrival at 1,08 Angeles
International, a customs inspector
once asked me where I was from. I
answered. "Berkeley, California."
This began a tirade against our
mayor and city government. After
five minutes of this, I responded
that I was tired and did not wish to
discuss the menLs or demerits of my
city's politics.
This was too much for him! He
placed the dreaded ultraviolet
marker on my customs form, and I
was given the "red alert" full search.
It took 45 minutes to search my one
small carry-on, and I missed my
connecting flight. Welcome home to -•
America!
VEIERAN TRAVELER.
BERKELEY,CALIF.

• • •
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What teens need to know about sex,
drugs, AIDS, and getting •Iong with
peers and parents is in "What Every
Teen Should Know." To order, send a
businea•-•ixed. seltaddrewsed envelope.
plus check or money order for 93.95
44.50 in Uanadal to: De•r Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
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Forty years ago

The question of a garbage disposal system for the city of Murray has been brought forth again
by Jack Frost, CaeCullye secretary
of Murray Chamber of Commerce. Special articles explaining his
proposal are being published III a
series of articles by James C.
Williams, publisher.
Calloway County Homemakers
who will attend the 42nd annual
Farm and Home Convention at
Lexington Feb. 1-5 are Rachel
Rowland, home demonstration
agent, Miss Delia Outland and
Mesdames Glen Kelso, 011ie
Adair, Marian Alice Potts, Joel
Crawford, Preston Boyd, Elmer
Collins, Hallet Stewart, Richard
Armstrong, C.C. Weatherford,
Porter Holland, Oacus Bedwell,
Ellis Paschall and Newman
Emstherger.

DEAR READERS: Tomorrow
well hear from some readers who
view customs inspectors from a
very different perspective.
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Thomas Thweau.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 91, have an
enlarged heart, scar tissue in my right
lung and find breathing difficult I can
live with these problems, but cannot
live with the shaking of my entire
body. My doctor says it's age. but I
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Museum gets grants
to celebrate Rockwell

DEATHS
Mrs. Mildred Myers Black

Mrs. Janice Fay Overcast
Mn. Janice Fay Overcast, 54, Huntsville, Ala., died Wednesday at
8:45 a.m. at Huntsville hospital. She was a former resident of Murray.
Born Jan. 31, 1939. in Graves County, she was the daughter of
Tnxie Armstrong and the late John Armstrong.
Survivors include her husband, Jerry B. Overcast, to whom she was
married in 1958; three daughters, Mrs. Theresa Barnes and husband,
Rob, Altus, Okla., Mrs. Shelly Roberts, Huntsville, and Mn. Susan
DeForest, Toney, Ala.; one son, Bryan W. Overcast and wife, Cindy,
Huntsville; her mother, Mrs. Tnxie Armstrong, and two brothers,
Gene Armstrong and Larry Armstrong. all of Mayfield, two sisters-inlaw, Ms. Eva Clees and Mrs. June Ladd and husband, Bill. Murray;
five grandchildren.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Bonner Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
American Cancer Society.

Paul Rowland
Paul Rowland, 78, Paducah, died Monday at 10 p.m. at this home.
A retired operator for Martin Marietta. Paducah, he served in the
U.S. Army during World War II and was a member of West End Baptist Church.
His wife, Mrs. Opal Scott Rowland, one sister and two brothers preceded him in death. Born Feb. 8, 1917, he was the son of the late
Duffy Otis Rowland and Annie Lee Geurin Rowland.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Janis Morris, Paducah, and
Mrs. Judy Jenkins, Del Ray Beach, Fla.; one son, Paul T. Rowland,
Sarasota, Fla.; stepdaughter, Mrs. Pamela Saries, Manhattan, Kan.;
stepson, David Sowell, Blaine, Wash.; three sisters, Mrs. Helen Boaz,
Ms. Pauline Rowland and Mrs. Clara Martin, and one brother, Edward
Rowland, all of Mayfield; 10 grandchildren; five great-grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m, in the chapel of Lindsey Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Bobby Bragg will officiate. Burial will
follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Mrs. Effie Lora Willis
411/

Funeral rites for Mrs. Effie Lora Willis were Wednesday at 2:30
p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Edwin
Bucy and John Dale officiated.
Pallbearers were Ricky Weatherford, David Lassiter, Glenn Stubblefield, Tommy Winchyester, Donald Hudson and Bud Raspberry.
Burial was in Bethel Cemetery at Buchanan, Tenn.
Mrs. Willis, 83, Buchanan, died Monday at her home. She was married April 18, 1931, to Chester Willis who died May 21, 1984.
She was retired from Clippard Instruments of Paris and was a member of Blood River Church of Christ.
Born Oct. 31, 1910, at New Concord, she was the daughter of the
late David E. Lassiter and Effie Holland Lassiter.
Also preceding her in death were two daughters, Wanda Lee Willis
and Wilma Jean Riley; one son, Bobby Kemp Willis; three sisters,
Reva Hatfield, Dolly Lassiter and Cova Clark; two brothers, George
Robert and Holland Lassiter; two half sisters, Delores McDougal and
Rubene Bean; half brother, James Lassiter.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Lucrecia King and husband,
Hughleue, and Mrs. Judy Beasley and husband, Randall, Buchanan;
four grandchildren, Becky Eaker, Lisa Jackson, David Beasley, Dawn
Dunnaway; three great-grandchildren; seven sisters, Mrs. Lera Anderson and Mrs. Lata Garner, Michigan, Mrs. Elta Winchester, New Concord, Mrs. Frances Stubblefield and Mrs. Lois Raspberry, Hazel, Mrs.
Mabel Hudson, Buchanan, and Mrs. Rachel Carucci, New York; one
brother, W.D. Lassiter, five half sisters, Mattie Ann Tripp, Virginia
Kirks, Peggy Davis, Linda Houston and Leta Hash; half brother, Joe
Lassiter.
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The funeral for Mn. Mildred Myers Black was today at 10 cm. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. James Hahn will officiate. The song service was by singers from West Murray Church of
Christ, where she was a member.
Pallbearers were Johnny Williams, Tim Forth, Keith Black, Paul
Black, Charles Black and Brian Lee. Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mrs. Black, 81, RL 7, Murray, died Wednesday at 4:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband, Climes H. Black; a brother-in-law,
Joshua Parker, Rt. 7, Murray; two cousins, Mrs. Kathleen Riley and
husband, Ralph, Rt. 2, Murray, and Mrs. Angie Marine, RL 1. Murray:
one nephew, Stanley Parker, Ashland.

Johnny Phillip Brandon
Services for Johnny Phillip Brandon will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Joe Eaton will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be James Jackson, Billy Ray Parker. Joe Parker,
Stephen Lynn Brandon, Frank Dowdy and Nickie Ahart. Burial will
follow in Barnett Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Friday.
Mr. Brandon, 63, Paducah, formerly of Murray, died Tuesday at
11:50 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Of Baptist faith, he had been employed in the Car Clean Up
business.
Survivors include four daughters, Mrs. Shirley Scott and husband,
Frank, 506 North Cherry, Murray, Mrs. Wanda Sallmon, South Houston, Texas, Ms. Rita Brandon, Hopkinsville, and Ms. Marion Paulette
Brandon, Arkansas; two sons, Danny Brandon, Calloway Avenue,
Murray, and Marvin P. Brandon, Rt. 2, Mayfield: one sister, Mrs.
Oma Jackson and husband, Paul. Rt. 5, Murray; one stepdaughter; two
stepsons; 11 grandchildren.

Wildy L. Baker

Peoples First Corp. earned $9.5
million, or 51.49 per share, in 1993,
up 14.6 percent from $7.6 million,
or SI.30 per share, a year ago, the
bank holding company reported.
Net income for die fourth quarter of

Mrs. Ruby Butler

Letters of Appreciation

Services for Mrs. Ruby Butler were Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. James Hale officiated.
Burial was in New Zion Cemetery.
Mrs. Butler, 82, Rt. 1, Benton, died Jan. 18 at the home of a
daughter.
Her husband, Claude Butler, her parents, Samuel Gossett and Elizabeth Davis Gossett, and six sisters and brothers preceded her in
death.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Emma Menedez, Miami,
Fla., and Mrs. Alma Copeland and Mrs. Alice Siress, Hardin; three
sons, Claudie Butler and Bill Butler, Benton, and Carl Butler, Hardin;
one sister, Mrs. Goldie Morgan, St. Louis. Mo.; one brother, Delmer
Gossett, Mulkeytown, Ill.; 15 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Greely Burnett
Final rites for Greely Burnett, 59, Hazel, were held Jan. 13 at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. Larry Hawkins
and Tim Adcock officiated. Mrs. Oneida White was pianist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Jimmy Dale Erwin, Mike Miller, Jack Lay, Bud
Manning, Randy Murphy and Mike Middleton. Burial was in Hazel
Cemetery.
Mr. Burnett died Jan. 11 at Jackson-Madison County Hospital,
Jackson, Tenn. He was a member of Mount Willing Free Will Baptist
Church in Guin, Ala,
Born March 11, 1934, in Fayette County, Ala., he was the son of
the late Lee Roy and Velma Trentham Burnett. One son, Terry Franklin Burnett, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alice Turner Burnett, to whom he
was married on Sept. 11, 1958: one son, Gary Burnett and wife,
Kathie, and two grandchildren, Terry and Amelia Burnett, Hazel; one
aunt, Ray White, Winfield, Ala.; four uncles. Mitchell Motes, Guin,
Al., Ralph Motes, Ingles, Fla., Middleton Motes, Belle Glade, Ha.,
and Luther Motes. Winfield, Ala.; several cousins.

Purvom
Fumitur-

Dear Editor
On behalf of the Marshall County
Fiscal Court, I just wanted to express my gratitude to the members
of the 438th MP Co. Kentucky
National Guard for an outstanding
job while on active duty here in
Marshall County. I've heard nothing
but praise from the citizens of our
county for our National Guard units.
We hope a crisis like this will not
occur again but if it does, we
certainly want you and your troops
working with us again. Thanks for a
job well done.
Mike Miller
Marshall County Judge/Executive

Electronics, furniture,
appliances.. for nearly
every consumer product or service tested,
more Kentucky shoppers rely on newspaper
for advertising information than radio, television and direct mail.
COMBINED.
Shopper Attitudes to Kentucky. 1993
The Preston Group. Letungton, Ky

We made a very special purchase from the
Spring Air factory—and you pocket the sayings

BESTSPRING AIR
BUY OF THE YEAR

Thru February 1. 1994

SUPER ITEM
Firm & Deep Quilted
75 Watt - Limited Supply

For more information and a
copy of the calendar-of-events,
phone 762-3383.

1997 was up more than 22 percent to
38 cents per share, compared with
31 cents per share in 1992.
Peoples First ended 1993 with
combined assess of $837.6 million,
up from $802.2 million in 1992.
Peoples First Corp. owns Peoples
First National Bank of Paducah,
Bank of Murray, First Liberty Bank
of Calvert City, Salem Bank and
First National Bank of La Center.
Investments. Since 18.51
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the logo fee the celebration was
approved recently by the Norman
Rockwell Family Trust.
The Kentucky Arts Council, a
state agency of the Education,
Arts and Humanities Cabinet and
the Business Council for the Arts,
a committee of the Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, awarded the Scouting
Museum $8800 and $700 grants,
respectively, to support the first
event of the year, a special exhibit and evening programs titled
-Celebrating America: The Norman Rockwell Legacy,
1894-1994."
That exhibit will open at the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
on the Murray State University
campus at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 3,
with a reception and program
presented by Joseph Csatari,
Rockwell friend and colleague,
and heir to Rockwell's scouting
legacy. The exhibit and Csatari
presentation are open free of
charge to the public.

Peoples First earnings
increase by 15 percent

The funeral for Wildy L. Baker is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton, John Hicks of Hardin is
officiating. Burial will follow in Wadesboro Cemetery.
Mr. Baker, 85, Hardin, died Monday at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Kay Allen. La Crosse,
Ind.; one son, Billy Frank Baker, Hebron, Ind.; seven grandchilderen;
11 great-grandchildren.

Lumbe
ern Good

The National Scouting
Museum announces the receipt of
three grants from local and
statewide arts organizations to
support a year-long celebration of
the museum's Norman Rockwell
collection and the centennial of
Rockwell's birth.
Titled -Celebrating America:
The Norman Rockwell Legacy."
the year of exhibits and special
events will highlight the
museum's superb collection of
over 50 worts of art by Amenca's best-loved illustrator. The
museum's collection is the second largest holding of Rockwell
original art in the world.
The celebration will begin with
a special exhibit and speaker on
Feb. 3, Rockwell's birth date, and
conclude in October with a Rockwell Country Fair on the museum
grounds.
The Murray Tourism Commission has undenvriuen the printing
of a calendar-of-events brochure
for the celebration that lists dates
and times for all Rockwell activities in 1994. Thz brochure features a self-portrait of the artist at
his easel. Use of that drawing as

99
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Local ministers share wedding stories
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writs,
While weddings have some
differences across religious
denominations, they all have
one central theme — that the
two people to be married truly
love each other and are serious
about making a lifelong
commitment.
The couple may choose to
write their own vows or use
more traditional ones, and the
location of the ceremony can
range from a traditional church
wedding to homes, at the lake.

or other spots.
The Rev. David Roos, pastor of First Christian Church in
Murray, has been a minister
since 1958 and says he has
performed an average of 15 to
20 weddings each year since
then.
Roos said that more couples
wrote their own vows back in
the 1970s than today. "Now
people go for a more traditional ceremony, where they pick
out a ceremony from books
that I have,' he said. "I
remember one woman who
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wrote not only that she would
love, honor and cherish her
husband and they would stay
married till death, she added
that she wanted to be buried
by her husband's side. That's
not always possible if someone
has been married throe or four
times."

Despite all the weddings he
has performed, Roos said he
has never dropped a ring during the ceremony. "I've
always expected to, and then
we would have to stop and
look for it, but I never have,"
he said. "The next one I do I'll
probably think about it and I'll
drop one."
He said that most weddings
he performs now are what are
called "standard weddings."
The difference is mostly in the
wording, he said, "Instead of
pronouncing someone 'man
and wife' I pronounce them
'husband and wife' and we
don't use the 'speak now or
forever hold your peace'
thing."
Roos said that while he has
performed ceremonies in
homes, on patios, in rose gardens and at the lake, he is
reluctant to do anything
showy, such as perform one
underwater. "I'm not a movie

actor," he said. "I like to get
the couple off to a serious
start."
The Rev. Jerry Jeffords,
pastor of First United Methodist Church in Murray, has been
a minister for 30 years and
said he has performed at least
200-300 weddings during that
span.
He said that he has seen a
trend of more modem wedding
ceremonies. "It used to be that
all we did was traditional weddings," he said. "About the
only difference between traditional and contemporary is that
the contemporary one doesn't
use the Elizabethan language;
in a contemporary ceremony I
don't say 'dearly beloved, we
are gathered here together,' I
just say 'we are gathered here
together.'"
Jeffords said one thing he
requires before marrying a
couple is that they attend three
pre-marriage counseling sessions. "I talke to them and
give them a questionnaire to
fill out to see if there are any
potential areas of conflict," he
said. "We also talk about the
importance of the vows
because marriage is supposed
to be a lifelong commitment.
People shouldn't decide to get

married today and not still be
married a year later."
Jeffords estimated that 70
percent of the people he has
married are still together. "I
think the pre -marriage
counseling that we do helps
them have a better relationship," he said.
Darrell Young, pastor of
Calvary Temple First Pentecostal Church of God in Murray, has been a minister for
nine years, and said he also
likes to counsel the couple
before he will perform a wedding ceremony. "It all depends
on their background, and I try
to take them on an individual
basis," he said. "If they've
been divorced several times I
won't marry them, but if
they're not of the same faith I
am, it doesn't bother me.
"One of the priorities is that
they are Christians," he said.
"If one is a believer and one is
not I usually won't do it, and I
might not do it if they are Of
different denominations
because there might be fighting over which church to go
to."
A couple wanting a Presbyterian wedding could have
• See Pegs 16

t Mr Tuxeclo.
"Our Name Says It All"

Retail Tuxedos and Accessories
Plus Wedding and Social Invitations
Available From Carlson Craft
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Visit Us For
All Your Formal
Wear Needs!
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Competitors
Prices."

4D

(Over 70 Styles To Choose Frown)

Your Formal
Wear Specialists
For Over 30 Years

'Personal Service
'Fast Service
'Top Quality
'Everyday Low Prices

Be sure to attend the
1994 Spring Bridal
Fair at MSU's Curris
Center Ballroom on
Jan. 30th,noon-5 p.m.

'Best Selection
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The Wedding Party
The Ushers Or Groomsmen
pictures. They are usually close
Wondering how to determine
friends or sisters of the bride Of
Like the bridesmaids, there is
the number of attendants and
groom, and have few traditional
no definite number of ushers. A
who they will be? Before asking
duties, but add a colorful touch to
guide to follow is one usher for
everyone you know,consider the
the wedding.
every 50 guests. Generally the
size of the overall wedding, its
• May be helpful with the presize of the wedding determines
location and your budget Rewedding errands and tasks.
the number. For example, you
member,the more attendants,the
• Purchase their own wedding
wouldn't want ten ushers with
more bouquets, boutonnieres
attire.
only fifty guests.
and gifts to buy.
• May,alone or together, have
It is not necessary to have the
Beverly Clark, author of Plana shower for the bride and attend
same number of ushers as bridesning A Wedding To Remember,
all pre-wedding panics.
maids; however, it is better bagives us a detailed list of the
• Attend the rehearsal and
lanced if they are close in numwedding party members and derehearsal dinner party.
ber. The ushers walk down the
fines their duties:
• Sometimes participate in the
aisle in the precessional singly,if
Maid Or Matron Of Honor
receiving line.
less than four, and may be paired
Brides usually choose a maid
with four or more if you like.
or matron of honor they feel
The Best Man
The ushers or groomsmen are
close to: a sister or best friend. If
The groom usually chooses
usually brothers, relatives or
you're having a large wedding
or
his brother, a close relative
close friends of the bride or
you may want both — a married
best friend: however, it can be
groom. Their duties include the
sister for the matron, and an
the groom's father or son in the
following:
unmarried sister or friend for the
case of a second marriage. The
maid of honor.
'Pay for their wedding attire.
best man not only offers moral
Your maid or matron of honor
•Arrive at the church one hour
support but is the groom's rightis indispensable and a big help
before the ceremony to seat the
hand man in organizing activities
throughout your planning and
early guests.
and handling important duties.
ceremony. Her customary duties
• Pays for his own wedding
•Seat people with pew cards in
include the following:
the reserved or special section.
attire.
• Helps the bride with lots of
•Distribute wedding service
• Transports the groom to the
details such as addressing enveprograms, if any.
church and helps him dress.
lopes, making favors and helping
•Scat the bride's guests, usu• Supervises the ushers' fitwith the shopping.
ally on the left, and the groom's
tings and organizes them on the
• Pays for her own wedding
on the right (In the Orthodox
wedding day.
attire.
Jewish wedding the sides arc
• Keeps the bride's wedding
• Alone, or with bridesmaids,
reversed.)
right until the appropriate time
has a shower for the bride (opduring the ceremony.
tional).
• Delivers the officiant's fee
• Helps organize the brides-Direct the placement of wedbefore or after the ceremony.
maids with their fittings and on
ding gifts.
certificate
wedding
the
Signs
•
day.
the wedding
•Seat the giouni's parents in
as a witness.
• Keeps the groom's ring until
the right front pew and then the
the
to
toast
first
the
Makes
•
cerethe appropriate time in the
bride's mother in the left front
bride and groom at the reception
mony, when she exchanges it for
row. She is the last person seated
telegrams.
any
reads
and
the bride's bouquet
before the processional begins.
• Dances with the bride.
• Assists the bride in dressing
•Unroll the aisle runner, then
before the ceremony and at the
take their places.
• Sees that the suitcases are
reception before the bride leaves.
•Escort the bridesmaids out of
loaded into the honeymoon car,
• Signs the wedding certificate
the church after the recessional.
and that the groom has his plane
as a legal witness.
ticket, itinerary and traveler's
The Flower Girl
• Assists the bride with the
checks.
You may have one or two little
train and veil at the altar.
• Takes the groom's wedding
flower girls. They should be
• Is a member of the receiving
about the same size. Usually the
attire to the cleaners or rental
line and is seated in a place of
range in age is from four to eight.
shop.
honor at the reception.
Bridesmaids
There are no definite rules on
the number of bridesmaids you
should have. However,twelve is
customarily the limit and most do
not have more than eight For a
simple wedding you should have
Let us help you and your
fewer.
bridal party get r'eady for
You may have an even or
uneven number. With three or
your special day. Come in
less, the bridesmaids walk single
prior to your wedding day
file down the aisle and precede
fora
FREE consultation and
even
an
With
honor.
of
the maid
number of four or more, you may
makeover.
want them to walk in pairs. if the
Call for an appointment
bridesmaids outnumber the
753-6926
the
recessional,
ushers in the
extras can pair up or walk alone.
Most brides try to keep the same
COSMETIC STUDIOS
number of bridesmaids and
Bel-Air Center • Murray
ushers because it makes for symmetry at the altar and in the

Make The Most Beautiful Day
In Your Life More Beautiful.

MERLE noRmArr

Tiny tots, although very cute,are
too young to understand what's
going on and may be distracting.
She may carry a basket of rose
petals that she scatters down the
aisle, or a small bouquet. If rose

petals arc prohibited in your
church,she may carry baby roses
to pass out as she walks down the
• See Page 16
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We will gladly
assist you in
choosing the perfect
frame and matting
for your wedding
photos.

Also See Our Unique
Selection Of
Gift Ideas:
Scurptures • Photo Frames • Silk Plants
"Home of the Ultimate m Custom Franstng

The

ALLERY
301 North 12th • University Square • Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-5 • 759-1019

Bridal Announcements & Invitations
Napkins • Matches • Cake Cutters
Photo Albums • Guest Registers
Wedding Guides • Ring Pillows
Shower Accessories & Partyware
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A reception as individual as you
By Beverly Clark
The reception is the time for
you and your guests to enjoy

yourselves. Now's the time to
add opportunities for fun and
laughter. Clever cuisine can

For Your Wedding...
.Custom Designed Fresh & Silk Flowers
'Wedding Consultation
'Wedding Equipment Rentals
MondayFriday
a.m.-5 p.m.

Saturday
9 a.rn

Full Service Florist
110 N. 12th

753-1515

reflect your personalities and
entertain your guests. Did you
meet in Italy? Are you downhome types? On you love th
"Nifty '50s"? Where will you go
on your honeymoon? Theme
your reception to include appropriate edibles...Italian food,
wine, music; Southern Bar-B-Q
or spicy New Orleans cajun
cuisine; hamburgers, fries and
milkshakes; Hawaiian fruits,
baked Alaska, mini tostada appetizers and such. Even the cakes
at today's weddings take center
stage, come in outrageous
shapes, luscious flavors and can
be topped with delectable edible
ornaments. Personalize your
cake with aspects reflecting your
love, occupation, hobbies or
even duplicate the church you
were married in.
-Place plastic bottles of bub-

0,
5
CWM
m
a
Fier
Au
7oit

bie-blowing liquid on tables, at
each guest's place. Personalize
the labels with your names and
your wedding date.
-Recreate an era of days gone
by. One couple reset the clock to
1441 and recreated teh "Casablanca" set They dressed in
period costumes, and the reception area was transformed into
Rick's Cafe American set in
Morocco.
-Use your imagination to create a fairytak wedding. At one
wedding,the ballroom was transformed into a castle, while the
hallway became an enchanted
forest The wedding cake was,of
course, castle-shaped.
-Select reception music from
past decades to honor your
great-grandparents,
grandparents and parents. Dance your
first dance to the same song your
parents danced to. Add ethnic
music and/or folk dances that
reflect you and your fiance's
cultural heritage.
-Display a photo montage,
including pictures of the two of
you as babies, from family
events or special moments in
Display
your relationship.
framed photographs of your parents and grandparents on their
wedding days.
-Have a Polaroid picture taken
of each guest or couple as they
arrive at your reception.
-Ask your guests to share a
favorite memory of you and your
groom on the back of your
wedding invitation or separate

enclosure and bring these to the
festivities. During your reception, you may wish to allow time
for these to be shared.
-Dry rose petals from your
garden or make your own potpouri to be tossed instead of rice
or birdseed. Place it within lace
pouches, tied with colorful ribbon and available at each guest's
seat.
-Add pizzazz to the reception
tables with distinctive favors:
longstemmed chocolate roses,
tied with a personalized ribbon
bow; a split of champagne, bearing your own personalized label;
or a porcelain bell with your
names and wedding date handwritten in gold. Engraving an
individual wine glass for each
guest with his/her initials serves
as a lovely table place mark as
well as a gracious favor.
-After your meal, offer each
guest a small sweet displaying
your monogram.
Nationally celebrated wedding expert and consultant Beverly Clark is a distinguished
authority on weddings, showers
and bridal etiquette. The author
of three defferent honks, Planning A Wedding To Remember
(over 1 million copies sold, and
now in a Spanish edition), Showers and Wedding Memories, she
also designs and manufactures
an award-winning line of elegant
Beverly
bridal accessories.
Clark and her "Collection" have
• See Page 16
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Money-Saving Tips
The total cost of a wedding
ceremony and reception can be
almost unbelievable. Beverly
Clark, author of Planning A
Wedding To Reipernber, gives
these tips on how to have the
wedding you want at a reasonable price:
- Wedding Attire • Buy a ready-to-wear ankleor tea-length dress that needs no
alterations.
• Buy your wedding dress on
sale or purchase a sample or
discontinued line. (Many stores
sell these at the end of the
season.)
• Order your and the bridesmaids' dresses from a catalogue.
These prices can be very reasonable; make sure you order early.
• Buy a gown from a girl
whose wedding was cancelled.
Check newspapers,consignment
shops and bridal salons.
• See if the dress style you like
can be made in a less expensive
fabric, like a beautiful polyester
blend rather than silk or taffeta.
• Buy a dress that may be cut
off or worn again.
• Borrow shoes from a friend.
• Buy shoes you can dye
another color and wear again.
• Order the men's fonnalwear
at a shop that provides the
groom's tux free or at a discount.
- Accessories • Make your own bridal purse.
It can be done easily with a
drawstring.
• Make your own garter.
Cover elastic with satin fabric
and trim with lace.
• Borrow toasting glasses or

purchase them through the mail.
• Borrow or rent a cake knife
and serving set.
• Borrow a cake top or decorate with fresh flowers.
• Make or borrow a ring
pillow.
- Invitations • Invitations can be much
cheaper when ordered by mail.
• Buy prepackaged cards; use
stationery and handwrite each
guest's invitation.
• Inclrie the reception information Oh *lie ceremony invitation, and do not include separate
response cards.
• Order invitations that will
require only one stamp.
- Receptions • Have the reception in your or
a friend's home or back yard.
•Reduce the size of your guest
list.
• Decide on a morning or an
afternoon reception, since it can
usually be done for less money.
• Serve punch and cake or
cocktails and hors d'oeuvres in
the afternoon, rather than a luncheon or dinner.
• Prepare the food yourself
with the help of friends, and
save it buffet style.
• Borrow items like the punch
bowl, serving dishes and coffee
pot instead of renting them.
• Buy food and liquor from
wholesalers.
• Use paper plates, along with
plastic cups and utensils, rather
than renting china, glasses and
silverware.
• Have friends or relatives
bartend and help with the setup

of tables.
• Check hotel and restaurant
management schools in your
area for waiters, bartenders and
help with food preparation.
• Check culinary and bakery
schools in your area. Many will
prepare the food at cost.
- Flowers and Decorations • Carry a small bouquet or one
flower, and have the attendants
do the same.
• Use cut flowers which are
common arid in season, or decorate with potted plants or flowers
in pretty baskets.

• Do your own floral arrangeGet
ments and decorating.
friends to help and do it the day
before the wedding.
• Use one flower in a bud vase
as centerpieces for the tables.
• Buy silk flowers and arrange

C

them yourself. They can be used
in your new home or given away
as gifts.
For more information, contact
Beverly Clark, 6385 B Rose
Lane, Carpinteria, CA 93013.1800-88S-6866.

The wedding decorations are
beautiful...
The gown is stunning...
The reception is packed.
The groom is beaming dr the bride is blushing.
Now Capture It All With...

Artcraft Photography

c_tiwy. 121 Bypass • Murray • 753-0035_5
''7----\*
'":•7
€-,

Brides, register your shower
or wedding with our

Complete line of
Bedding and Bath Accessories
Bridal Gowns and Accessories may be ordered
through our Spring Bridal Collection Catalog
available in our catalog department.
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First Night Follies:
When the wedding night won't go right
The blissful newlyweds are
magically whisked off to the
Champagne is
bridal suite.
chilling in an ice-filled bucker;
freshflowers adorn the room and

classical music is softly playing.
She coyly excuses herself to sup
into a peignoir, while he dans the
lights ..
Stop right there! The ideal

'Dare Blythe'
Weddings, Reunions, Etc. - Commercial & Industrial

"Special Effects"
Beauty Reviews - Pageants
Proms & School Day
Casual & Formal

'Blythe 's
Photography
P.O. Box 434
Parts, TN 38242

(By Appointment Only)
(901) 6443166

We now offer one of West Tennessee's largest selections
of "Special Effects" for the modern bride.
(If you havenY seen our latest brochure, call Of write for a copy)

A Wedding To Remember
Tuxedos, Dresses, Accessories - All In Stock

wedding night — the ultimate
romantic fantasy — rarely lives
up to its billing, according to an
article in the October/November
issue of BRIDE'S & Your New
Home. In fact, many newlyweds
find the experience a letdown,
some a true adventure. Consider
the first-night fate of these
couples:
• Annette and Gordon left the
altar in style, sailing off in a hotair balloon — only to crash-land
in a cow pasture 15 minutes later.
They got a ride to a country inn
for the night and went to sleep.
At 6 a.m., the heating system
blew; 20 minutes later, a construction crew began hammering
next door.
• Following the reception, Robin and Dimitri drove to an inn,
only to realize they'd left Robin's
overnight bag (including her
slinky negligee and birth control)
behind. Romance had no chance
anyway as Dirnitri, a casualty of
a bachelor party the previous
night, fell instantly asleep.
• Vicki and Matt made the
mistake of inviting friends —
many staying at the same hotel
— back to the bridal suite for a

nightcap. To the newlyweds'
dismay, the "nightcap" stretched
until 3 a.m., when they were
faced with piles of empty bottles,
dirty ashtrays and curdling dip.
What's a couple to do when
their premiere evening as man
and wife turns out to be anything
but passionate? Sex therapist Dr.
Ruth Westheimer offers readers
this list of helpful "don'ts":
• Don't be caught up in the
wedding-night hype. Most newlyweds are just plain pooped
after all the festivities. It's not
necessary to work to create the
perfect romantic evening. Wait a
few hours—passion will come
naturally.
• Don't think you made the

mistake of a lifetime. You're
exhausted, edgy.. it's been a
long day. Don't blame each other
or turn the scene into a big
tragedy. Try to maintain perspective—this is, after all, the
person you adore.
• Don't make love — just hug
and kiss. Recognize you've both
been under a lot of pressure after
the physical and emotional
whirlwind of wedding planning.
Talk. Laugh. Go to sleep.
Everything will look much better
in the morning.
For more information, see
"True Tales of First-Night Fumbles" in the October/November
issue of BRIDE'S & Your New
Home.

KEEP YOUR DRESS
ETERNALLY BEAUTIFUL.

Wedding Specials

Trust Our Sanitone Drycleaning.

A.

As your Certified Master
Drycleaner. we can help
presenre your wedding
dress by using our unique
Sanitone' drycleaning
process. Sanitone gently
cleans even the most intricate dresses We also
carefully package your dress in a special box to
ensure lasting beauty So put your trust in us
Because only your Certified Master Drycleaner has
Sanitone. The oti;r3 don't

5 or more Tuxedos
Grooms Completely Fret
All Shoes Free
* Discount on Bridesmaid
Dresses with Tuxedos
* Invitations: 1/2 Price
LIMOUSINE SERVICE AVAILABLE

Spring Rental Specials
Starting at

29"

Starting at

39"
29"

(Complete w/access)

* Full Dress (tails)
* Formal Dresses begin at

!MABRY

INNATE

Place your order now for Irwin on tuxedo
or dress rentals and receive discounts.

CLEANERS

FOR ALL YOUR FORMAL WEAR AND ACCESSORIES

I
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IIII5 Maim Street
Downtowns • Mum
— 753-2552
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Men's Wear &Tuxedos - Formal Gowns &Accessories
'OUR CON V/ Nlf,\I'L
IVO IOC t!IONS I
Mon.-Set. 9 a.m..b p.m • SUM. 1 pm -5 p.m
By Appointment
Olympic Plaza
Court Square Went
Murray, Ky 753-13C/0
Paris, Tn. 901-642-53(X)
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$5 OFF
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Largest Selection in
Entire Area

* Tuxedo (short coat)
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$2 OFF
Oa Any $10 Or more
Dryeleantog Order
(-A,. MIMI an-Olinparry order
Ireptreo Feb 2, 1904
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605 Main Street • 753-2552
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other places
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By JENNIFER MERIN
For AP Special Edition
Ilona and Gary Robinson
wanted a wedding in paradise.
"We dreamed of marrying
in a place where we could
focus on what the wedding
ceremony means to us, rather
than fulfilling other people's
expectations. When I saw Bali,
I knew the beautiful landscape,
the culture and spirituality
would provide the perfect
atmosphere for our vows,"
says Mrs. Robinson.
The Robinsons weren't
alone in choosing to marry
abroad. A survey conducted by
Modern Bridge Magazine
shows that about 63,000 couples opt for overseas weddings
each year.
"Couples marrying abroad
are drawn to the romance of
exotic locales, but overseas

weddings can help avoid family conflicts due to different
religions or parents with
unpleasant divorce situations.
It's also logical for couples
whose families are scattered
around the country or globe,
arid for those who find it costand time-effective to combine
wedding and honeymoon,"
says Geri Bain, Modem Bride
travel editor.
Hotels and resorts in Bali
and other destinations as
diverse as Denmark and the
U.S. Virgin Islands have wedding planners to orchestrate
perfect events and serve as
liaison with government
authorities, caterers, florists,
photographers, musicians and
providers of other services.
The Robinsons married at

• See Page 10
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"Memories That Last Forever"
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Receive a free gift for registering!
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Platinum grows
in popularity
Bndes- and grooms-to-be arc
going platinum, and statistics
prove it. Worldwide demand for
platinum jewelry, the world's
rarest and most precious metal, is
up 73 percent in the past five
years, according to Platinum
USA
International
Guild
Jewelry. In the United States,
platinum consumption rose 40
percent from 1991 to 1992.
That's quite a significant gain.
So why are they choosing
platinum? According to Jewelers
of America (JA), the national
trade association that provides
information about fine jewelry,
platinum is a popular choice
these days because it has a

discreet elegance that is appealing. About95 percent pure, platinum is traditional yet contemporary, and offers lifetime value
and wearability. By choosing
platinum, brides and grooms are
selecting fings that will endure
for generations to come.
And with the retum of the
traditional "white wedding,"
there has also been a return of the
traditional platinum wedding ensemble. Platinum's rich, white
luster perfectly enhances a diamond's brilliance and depth.
Even the world's most legendary
diamonds - the Hope, Jonker 1
all have
and the Koh-i-noor
platinum settings.

Here Comes

THE BRIDE

Ptxxograph courtesy of Jewelers 00 Arnenca

All Dressed In...
White...Ecru...Ivory...

It'll only happen once.
Capture it on

Today's bride and groom
have more options than
ever before and we have
them all in one
convenient store.

Video.
f
So much will happen rin the spin ofa feat short hours on your torildrng day Preserve at
for posterity soala one of oso professionally recorded and edited videos

Moments
PRODUCTION SERVICE
VIDEO
Marianne Hinton
St., Paris

644-9303 • Special

*Bridal Gowns
*Tuxedo Rental
*Mother of the Bride
*Bridesmaid Dresses
*Custom Gowns
*Invitations & Etc.
*Shoes
We carry all the
latest styles for
that special day.

208 N. Brewer

-1411.111P 411111W- 4141111.SOW

Also, today's brides and
grooms are more sophisticated
and often older than in previous
generations, and that's why the
rarity and beauty of the platinum
strongly appeals to them. "Couples today are re-acquainting
themselves with platinum," says
JA Chairman Mike Roman.
"Many remember their parents
and grandparents wearing platinum rings that have been passed
down for generations."
Platinum also appeals to many
couples because of unique, contemporary designs that cannot be
fabricated from any other precious metal. When combined
with other metals, such as I8K
gold, platinum has an exceptionally modern look.

310 411MINV. 0311111P 411Ingto
,
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Let Us Clean Your Wedding Gown
a

and receive

20%oFF

Your Total
Cost
(Please present this ad)

Good Th ru 1994

Linda's
Weddings & Things
Mon.-Fri. 10-6, Sat. 10-5
W. Court Square, Paris
644-2220

Clothes + Doctor)

CLEANERS
521 S. 12th St. • 753-2276
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50 last-minute wedding planning tips
From BRIDE'S Magazine
Molly and her mother had
spent eight months planning for
the perfect wedding. As the
wedding day approached they
relaxed, thinking they had everything under control. But at 2 a.m.
the morning before Molly's wedding, she and her mother were
sitting at the kitchen table doing
the seating chart for the reception, and Molly hadn't even
started packing for her honeymoon!
"It was horrible," says Molly.
"All I wnated to do was get some
sleep, but there were so many
decisions and details that still had
to be resolved. I ended up totally
exhausted on my wedding day."
How to avoid being overwhelmed by last-minute wedding chores? In the June/July
1993 issue of BRIDE's & Your
New Home, a list of 50 LastMinute Planning Tips will help
any bride ensure a picture-perfect wedding day. Here, a sampling from the article:
One Week Before:
-Give bandleader a list of
must-play music,sheet music for
special requests.
"Write out wedding announcements for mailing after the ceremony.
"Wrap thank-you gifts for attendants, distribute at rehearsal
dinner.
Three Days Before:
"Confirm all wedding deliveries and arrangements with florist, clergy member, musicians,
videographer,
photographer,
baker, caterer, limousine company, etc.
"Write and alphabetize table
cards.
-Clock travel time from home
to ceremony site to determine
departure time on wedding day.
"Confirm reservations for rehearsal dinner, out-of-town
guests' hotel rooms.
"Buy traveler's checks, exflange currency if traveling overSeas.

"Scuff soles and heels of new
hndal shoes, practice walking in
them.
The Day Before:
"Deliver unity candle, ketubah
to ceremony site.
"Write out day-of-wedding
checklist/timetable: keep handy.
"Show someone how to bustle
your train.
"Check attendants' outfits and

Are you stumped for an idea
for a really nice shower for a
friend or relative? There are
Themed
many possibilities.
showers are practical and very
A theme is
popular today.
especially nice when there is to
be more than one shower. It can
prevent duplicates.
Here are some ideas for
themed showers, which are featured in Beverly Clark's Planning A Wedding To Remember:
Lingerie Or Personal
Showers
These showers are fun. Gifts
can include all the beautiful

BRIDE's & Your New Home.
"Planning well in advance and
delegating tasks will allow the
couple to enjoy the wedding day
to the. fullest."
For more ideas, sec "Are You
Really Ready-50 Last-Minute
Planning Tips," on page 28 of the
June/July 1993 issue of BRIDE'S
& Your New Home.

things most people don't buy for
themselves. They help prepare
the trousseau for the honeymoon. Gifts may include lacy
nightgowns, camisoles, sexy
underwear, bras or amice robe.
Other items may be perfume,
bath accessories or earrings. Or
buy a pretty frame and get a baby
picture of the bride's fiance from
hs mother. It will not only
surprise the bride, but will be
something to cherish for years.
Linen Showers
These showers are always useful. You may want to let everyone know the color scheme. It

can be helpful for the couple to
register in a department store for
items such as monogrammed
towels, a scale, bathroom sets,
sheets pillows and blankets

Kitchen Showers
This is a greig shower, especially if it's co-crl. Gift ideas arc

• See

Page 12
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For Her
Special Day...

THE NEW HOBBYLOCK 774E IS
LOADED WITH EXTRA-VALUE
FEATURES.
"Extra-wide three or four thread oyerlock
stitches - up to 7.5mm wide
"Color-coded threading paths
"Sews a rolled hem
Powerful motor plus electronic foot control
•Backed by Pfatt's 5-year limited
warranty and more
SALE

PFAFF
English's

PRICE
8499
'Jew/ $699

SEWING MACHINE CO.

Hwy. KS • Belt:Nand Pim 1-24, bdt 1,16
11911-7301 • In Ky. 1403-596•USEW (BM) Out of State I-KO-M-6106

acation
Station.,
TRAVEL AGENCY

(502) 753-TRIP (8747)
Hwy. 121 Bypass

kit, extra stockings, tissues, aspirin, makeup,extra pair of glasses
or contact lenses, nail polish,
spot remover.
The bride shouldn't be worring at the last minute about
whether guests coming from
out-of-town have room reservations or why one usher doesn't
have cuff links," says Barbara
of
Editor-In-Chief
Toyer,

Bridal Shower Ideas

\014,

the

accessories.
"Have going-away outfits delivered to reception site.
"Ask best man to pick up
honeymoon luggage, store in his
trunk.
-Put cash in evelopes for tips,
officiant's payments; give to best
man for distribution.
-Prepare a wedding day
emergency kit; include sewing

Murray, Kentucky

Contact Jana Tidwell,
your Honeymoon Specialist
for a Honeymoon to fit any budget!

Honeymoon
Dream Makers

If

Impromptu
Dyeables

'2999

MX Dyeing
With Purchase

Dyeable Handbags Also Available
Shoe Clips Sold Separately

sHoe
sensaTion
74e Peitiect Peui
Chostnut Hills-Murray
7534242

7e 7:t•izt PUG(
Ky. Oaks Mall-Paducah
443-1331
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•Weddings...
FROM PAGE 7
Four Seasons Resort Bali, in
the quiet town of limbaran.
The new resort's lavish landscaping and Balinese-style private villas suggest possibilities
for a Cecil B. DeMille extravaganza, but the Robinsons
opted for a serene wedding on
a terrace overlooking a beautiful white crescent beach and
brilliant blue sea.
"It was unique, just what I
wanted," says Mrs. Robinson.
"After the Christian ceremony, a local Hindu priest
blessed us. We wore Western
wedding attire, but had Balinese decorations and a gong
band. Bali's distance kept
some family and friends away,
but those who really wanted
to, found a way to join us."
Mrs. Robinson credits the
hotel's wedding planner for
doing the bureaucratic legwork
to assure the couple satisfied
all Indonesia's legal requirements for a foreigners'
wedding.

In addition to the standard
birth certificates, passports and
professional Dios, Indonesia
requires bride and groom to be
the same religion (and. Protestants need baptism certificates,
while Catholics need baptism
and communion certificates
and a decree absolute if
divorced or, if widowed, certificates of death and of previous marriage). Grooms must
be at least 23 years old, brides
at least 21. They must show
hotel records proving they've
been in Indonesia at least one
week and, upon arrival, must
obtain an official non impediment to marriage
certificate.
Legal requirements for foreigners' weddings differ from
country to country. In contrast
to Indonesia. Denmark's laws
are relatively simple: Bride
and groom must be at least 18
years old, present birth certificates and passports, state
they're not related by blood,

MiAlison CPItotograpky

marriage or adoption and
obtain a marriage license
(which must be applied for at
least seven days in advance)
from City Hall.
At Denmark's historic Hotel
Store Kro, built in 1723 by
King Frederick IV as a summer guest house for royals and
Friends, wedding planners
handle details to create the
fairy tale weddings the resort
is now famous for.
"We take our cue from the
bride and groom," says wedding planner Anne StausholmPedersen. "Weddings can be
formal and elegant in our Royal Salon or relaxed and elegant
in our beautiful gardens. We
can provide everything needed
for the event, even helping the
wedding party to purchase or
rent gowns and tuxedos if they
don't want to transport attire
from home."
Surprisingly, weddings
abroad are often less expensive than they would at a
country club or inn nearer
home. Higher travel costs are
offset by lower prices for
lodging, catering and other
services — and a smaller guest
list.
Marriott's Frenchman's
Reef on St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands, offers four wedding packages ranging in price
from SI ,260 to $1,665. Packages include wedding cere-

mony, bridal bouquet and
groom's boutonniere, photography, wedding cake, champagne and wedding planner
services to custom handle
details. Musicians, day cruises,
helicopter tours and other variables are included in pricier
packages. An outdoor reception with canapes, champagne
and wedding cake for 20
guests costs from about $300.
Accommodations (from $155
per night, double occupancy,
with discounts if ten or more
rooms are booked) are
acklitional.
At Four Seasons Resort
Bali, a wedding with a
20-guest reception costs frorn
about $1,790, covering the
ceremony with Balinese decorations, musicians and flower
girls, plus the bride's orchid
bouquet groom's boutonniere,
wedding cake, champagne
toast, canapes, one-hour open
bar, photography and wedding
planner services. The resort's
luxurious villas cost from
$275 (plus tax) per night, but
nearby lodging is available for
as little as $45 (plus tax) per
night, double.
At Hotel Store Kro, rooms
cost from $140 per night, double occupancy, with breakfast.
Less expensive nearby lodging
costs from $55 per night, double, including breakfast. A
moderately priced wedding

package provides welcome
cocktails, flower arrangements, three-course gourmet
dinner, coffee and liquor, wedding cake, open bar and late
night snack for $146 per person without lodging, or $209
per person with accommodations, double occupancy. If the
wedding has 50 guests, the
wedding suite is included free.
If you're marrying abroad
and don't want to work with
hotel or private wedding planners, consult national tourism
offices and/or American consulates in countries you're
considering for the following
information:
— Are there residency
requirements?
— Is there a mandatory
waiting period between obtaining the license and the wedding date?
— Must banns be posted?
Can this be done in advance
by mail?
— What documents must
you bring? Must they be notarized and-or translated?
— What special marriage
permission documents will you
need from the U.S. or foreign
government? How do you
obtain these?
— Must a civil ceremony
precede a religious ceremony?
If so, what document is necessary as proof?

Planning a Wedding?
Ask about our prices by the case!
We offer champagnes to fit any price range.
Groat Favor lelva.
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"Memories That Last Forever"
Wedding Portraits Created By
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Victorian traditions create romance
The modem bride chooses to
combine the romantic customs of
the past with today's current
vends. Too often, though, traditions are not known or understood. Here are three popular
Victorian traditions, certain to
add romance and charm to your
wedding day.
A delightful custom just for
your bridesmaids and widely
followed in the traditional wedding is the custom of Ribbon
Pulling. The bride acquires a set
of six special, sterling silver
charms: a ring, a flower, a heart,
a clover,an anchor and a rocking
horse. A thin, flowing ribbon is
then tied to each charm, as each
is hidden in the wedding cake's
outside edge of frosting. Just
before the bride cuts her cake,
each bridesmaid "pulls" a ribbon,
selecting a charm and her fortune!
The ring foretells the next to
marry; the rocking horse of who
will have a happy home. The
anchor symbolizes a future of
adventure; the heart of true love
forthcoming; and the clover, of
good luck. The flower signals the
blossoming of new love. Presentation of each charm in special
jewelry boxes is an accepted
variation of this tradition. They

do make a lovely gift for the
bridesmaids.
The next tradition is perhaps
the most widely followed nuptial
custom, but the least understood.
Each line of the commonly
known wedding poem, "Something Old, Something New,
Something Borrowed, Something Blue, and a Lucky Sixpence for Your Shoe," has unique significance to the wedding.
"Something Old" and 'Borrowed" are items usually given to
the bride by a loved one to bring
happiness to the new marriage.
"Something New," often the
gown, represents the bride's acceptance of new life. As for the
"Something Blue," its origins
can be traced to the rhyme,
"Those who dress in blue have
lovers true."
The last line of the poem,
"And a Lucky Sixpence for Your
Shoe," has gained tremendous
popularity in recent years with its
story becoming more widely
known and followed. In the
Victorian Era, brides began to
place a sixpence in the heel of the
left wedding slipper to ensure
wealth and good fortune to the
newlywed couple. The sixpence
has become a keepsake, as the

coin was last minted in 1967 and
is now a collector's item.
The final tradition is also
meant to bring good luck to the
marriage. A tiny sterling silver
horseshoe, held by a small blue
ribbon (Something Blue...) is
sewn into the hem of the bride's
wedding gown. The horseshoe
has been considered lucky since
the early 1400s. The Royal
Family helped to make this an
extremely popular tradition

attractive gifts for the groom and
his attendants. Each item has a
Tiger's Eye attached, as this
stone was considered the luckiest
of all gemstones during the Victorian Era. All gifts are handsomely packaged and come with
an informative gift card, explaining the actual traditions behind

Each of the wedding accessories mentioned in this article is
through
Channel
available
Marketing. The charms cost
$36.00 per set. The bride should
select her own ribbons, determined by the color theme she has
chosen. The Lucky Sixpence
comes in either a lovely sterling
silver frame or in a velvet pouch
and jewelry box and costs $24.00
and $10.00, respectively. The
sterling silver horseshoes are
available for $11.00 each. The
prices quoted for all products
include postage and handling.
All orders come with a scripted
card explaining the tradition and
history behind each item.

Gorgeous flowers set the romantic mood
and we invite you to stop by and see our
wide selections. We can custom design
just about anything your heart desires.

A new line, "For the Gentlemen," has just been unveiled,
also based on Victorian traditions -- affordable, practical and

4-4'y
Are You That
Special Bride?

Planning a wedding to remember
The newly "revised for the
'90s" edition of Beverly Clark's
Planning A Wedding To Remember is now available from the
Beverly Clark Collection of fine
bridal accessories. Endorsed by
every major bridal organization
in the country, the updated version offers 250 pages containing
hundreds of original ideas and

practical advice.

is $15.95.

Worksheets and checklists including pockets for receipts
make this edition a working
manual. Spiral bound for easy
usage, the suggested retail price

From The Beverly Clark Collection, 6385 B Rose Lane, Carpinteria, CA 93013. The telephone numbers are 1-805-5661425 or 1-800-888-6866.

Keepsake
cache for
nuptial video
Addressing the expanding
practice of recording one's wedding day on video film, elegant
keepsake video boxes are the
newest additions to the romantic
array of fine quality bridal accessories from The Beverly Clark
Collection. Using a special adhering technique, devisod to insure longevity, the elegant fabric
surrounds the exclusively designed box.
The sane fabric used on the
outside of the box is again featured inside as lining to protect
the video. A satin "pull-out'
rihbon helps remove the video
from its resting place.

the Tiger's Eye.
For more information and brochures, contact Channel Marketing,2917 Carlisle NE,Suite 208,
Albuquerque, NM 87110. Brochures are $2.00 each. To place
an order by phone, call 1-800548-8551.
Channel Marketing

eC)

GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL

CLASS RING
PETITE IN 10K GOLD!
SAVE OVER '90 WITH
FREE FEATURES'

$1

3 WEEK DELIVERY

We preserve your wedding and all its splendor
Leah portraits you will cherish for eternity'
The perfect combination of specialists
to make your wedding portraits just right
"kik
111

ARTORVED
CL ASS RINGS

OFFER ENDS MAY II. 1994 Some rowirno. env ..rh Soy alve.r Mr dm,

,Just Call David and Jill Celaya
at

BRING THIS AD

COOK'S JEWELRY
Control Shopping Canter

Murray 753-1606

Wells Studio
fie E. Arorth St

Mayfield. i4
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Many are opting to have home weddings
By BARBARA MAYER
For AP Special Edition
"We didn't want a huge
church wedding that would
take a lot of time to plan and a
lot of money to pay for," says
Anne Graham.
So Graham and Steve Egyhazi were married on a Satur-

day morning in March, 1993,
at the South Bend (Ind.)
Courthouse. Later that day and
into the wee hours of the
morning, they gave an informal buffet party at home for
about 90 family members and
friends.
Their home wedding was

.4,
J.T. LEE,Jeweler
Make Your Gifts of Love
As Special As Your Wedding
Custom & Traditional Engagement Rings, Bands,
Wedding Gifts for attendants.

'Where your idcas turn to gold'
Dixieland Center
ACP, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Wedding Bells
Are Ringing!

highly individualized. Yet, it's
part of an apparent trend towards home weddings. A survey
taken in 1990 found that 2/3
percent of all weddings take
place in part or completely at
home, says Alan Fields, coauthor with his wife, Denim,
of the book, "Bridal Bargains" (Windsor Peak Press).
The survey also showed that
the number of home weddings
is on the rise.
This type of wedding is
gaining, not only because it
can be quite a bit less expensive, but also because it's
often warmer and less intimidating than weddings in hired
halls.
Graham's and Egyhazi's
motives were both financial
and a matter of personal taste.
Bcah are busy graduate students (in library and information science) at Indiana University in Bloomington where
they now live. They didn't
want to lose control of their
own wedding.
The couple planned and
paid for the wedding, spending
about $1,300. Friends and
family pitched in, cooking
some of the food, lending
extra tables and silverware. A
family friend made the wedding cake as a gift and Anne's
sister, Kate, and Kate's boyfriend handled party logistics
and post-party cleanup after
the couple left to spend their
wedding night in the bridal

See us at the Bridal Fair

4fi

Sunday, January 30 le
in the Curris Center
and register to win
a pair of satin shoes.
Also, see our selection of
purses • bows • accessories
to complete your wedding.
•
For your convenience
we custom dye shoes
in our store to
match any dress.

hack
-

Olympic Plaza
759-4795
-1
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suite of a local hotel.
Anne and Steve kept some
traditional wedding rituals.
They wore wedding clothes,
including something old and
something new for the bride,
and had flowers. They cut the
tiered wedding cake, took
photos, and Anne tossed her
bouquet. They dispensed with
the customs of toasts and
receiving line.
Although doing it yourself
takes more planning, control is
firmly lodged in your own
hands. The downside is that
it's a lot of work.
"It's not the most relaxing
way to get married, but it was
the best choice for us," says
Graham.
"People said it was the best
wedding because it was a
relaxed party rather than a formal event," says Egyhazi.
"As it turned out, this was the
last time the whole family was
together, since my Dad died
soon after the wedding. It's
nice to be able to look at the
photographs. If we had eloped.
I would have regretted it."
Graham's words of advice
to others contemplating a wedding they plan themselves:
"Make your arrangements
before you tell people about it
Otherwise, you get too much
advice and it's confusing."
Another route to the home
wedding is to hire a caterer to
take over the details of planning. As the guest list rises,

Tistry

Professional caterers not
only can give an estimate of
coats. They also can advise if
it's feasible to hold the wedding at home. Sometimes, this
means limiting the guest list,
rearranging the furniture or
renting a tent.
Look for caterers with
experience doing home weddings rather than those who
specialize in corporate functions, suggests Fields. Caterers
knowledgeable about residential entertaining think in terms
of traffic flow and logistics.
Many caterers will do a
proposal for free. However,
it's worth paying a fee of $50
or so to have a caterer come
out and spend a few hours to
evaluate the site, says Fields.
Getting a home wedding
appraisal early is crucial in
setting a budget and deciding
whether to hire a professional
caterer.
One of the major costs is
rental -- tents, temporary furniture, dishes, accessories, et
al. Rental charges vary, so it
pays to take time to do some
companion shopping.

•Bridal
Shower...
FROM PAGE 9
endless and range from small and
inexpensive to larger, fancy appliances. Browse through any

invite you to make

your bridal selections
with us.

Choose from our large selection
of decorative
accessories and pottery.

9cHappinesT1
12th St.

the questions of how to physically set up the home to
accommodate guests and how
much it will all cost grow
more perplexing.

• kitchen store or deportment store
again; it would be helpful for the
couple to register for needed
items. One fun idea is to have
each guest bring a favorite recipe
along with one item needed for
its preparation. Some example:
chocolate chip cookies with the
cookie sheets, Quiche I-Ix-mine
with a quiche dish. The hostess
may provide a recipe box to put
the recipes in, or rite them in a
book designed for this, entitled
The Private Cookbook.

753-4567
For more information. contact
Beverly Clark, 6385 B Rose
Lane, Carpinteria, CA 93013,
1800-888-6866.
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Market flooded with bridal books, guides
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By The Associated Press
Here comes the bride, and
here come the guides:
— Are you planning the
wedding you really want, or
are you giving in to everyone
else's expectations?
Author Carroll Stoner
encourages you to break the
rules, if necessary, to make the
day quintessentially yours, in
"Weddings for Grownups"
(Chronicle Books). Wedding
couples come in all ages and
types, she notes, and many
who are older and more independent place primary importance on making the big day
memorable and emotionally
satisfying for themselves.
Stoner offers practical
advice for keeping overall
control of planning without
getting bogged down in details, how to deal with potentially
conflicting expectations of
relatives and in-laws, and most
importantly, how to enjoy the
planning process.
— Individualized weddings
also are treated in "I Do: A
Guide to Creating Your Own
Unique Wedding Ceremony"
(Celestial Arts) by Sydney
Barbara Metrick. The need for
ritual is inherent for most people she says, but couples can
create their own ceremony,
incorporating old traditions
and new ideas that will make

Look Your Best
For Your Wedding.

Acrylic
Nails $30 se

Pedicure
Hot Wax
Manicure

$15

it unique and meaningful to
them. The author, a psychologist and ordained minister,
suggests how the rite can buttress the marriage that follows
IS.

— African-Americans often
enrich their wedding ceremonies by combining African and
western traditions and designs.
Harriette Cole has gathered
some of the best ideas in
"Jumping the Broom: The
African -American Wedding
Planner" (Henry Holt). The
title refers to a wedding custom invented by African slaves
who were not allowed to marry legally; the ritual of jumping over a broom signified the
couple's commitment to begin
life (and housekeeping)
together. The ritual has been
retained by modern blacks as
part of their wedding celebrations, according to Cole.
Included in her book are
photographs of contemporary
black wedding attire —
western -style formal wear
enlivened with African designs
and jewelry.
— From the mouths of
brides comes wisdom from the
real wedding experts, contends
Suzanne Kresse, who has compiled "Secrets of Successful
Brides" (St. Martin's Press).
She quotes real-time brides
about their experiences, from
the proposal to the
honeymoon.

— An updated version of
"Planning a Wedding to
Remember" (Wilshire Publications) by bridal consultant
Beverly Clark is a spiralbound planner that includes
record-keeping forms, checklists and pockets to keep estimates, contracts and receipts
— all interspersed with practical advice about each stage of
the wedding. There's also a
Spanish -language version,
"Como Planear una Boda
lnolvidable."
— "Bnde's All New Book
of Etiqueue" (Perigee) by the
editors of Bride's magazine
celebrates weddings and its
own 60th anniversary. This
sourcebook includes guidance
for all the traditional wedding
events as well as advice about
second marriages, unexpected
situations and even reaffirmation rituals. If you want to
include something symbolizing
your heritage, a chapter about
early American, Indian and
international wedding traditions may give you ideas and
inspiration.
— A wedding is, along with
everything else, an exercise in
diplomacy and problem solving. In "Modern Bride
Guide to Etiquette" (Wiley),
Cele Goldsmith Lalli, editorin -chief of Modern Bride
magazine, tackles the questions most asked by her
readers.

Give Your Day
That Special Touch
We will gladly assist you in
planning your wedding day.
See Us For

$1.0

-Ask About Our Wadding
Potty lipac4•1"
'Pronotional, Condom Service
Bun
TosAmt ft by gut

• Weddings

• Receptions

• Rehearsal
Dinners

• Banquet
Room

• Annivessarles

• Garden Room

Norma leane's
Nails
Squire Hale Rd.
Murray • 753-1137

departures from traditional
ceremonies, suggesting origi-nal variations and reviving less
common wedding practices of
cultures from around the
world.
— Lisa Lebowitz Cader
gives prospective owners of
engagement and wedding
— "Weddings by Design" jewelry some diamond-hard
(HarperSanFrancisco) by advice in "The Perfect Ring"
Richard Leviton explores (Andrews and McMeel).
—
— "Dear Abby on Planning
Your Wedding" (Andrews and
McMeel) by Abigail Van
Buren is down-to-earth advice
from the columnist, who says
she "bent a few rules to suit
the tastes and pocketbooks of
middle America."
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Murray Woman's
Clubhouse
704 Vine St.
Facilities Available For
•Weddings
•Rehearsal Dinners
•Receptions
•Coffecs
Upstairs.

3125

Downstairs ......

......

Entire I louse .................. fl55

Beautiful Kentucky Lake •

Hoy. 14 Fou • Auras • 414-2211
1.400-323-0143

4

Doventdairs & Garden $125
Upstairs & Garden ... _3150
Entire I loute 11. Carden.. $210

Now Accepting Bookings For 1994 & 1995
Call 753-4051
"•israVa://t

111,

We invite all brides and
brides-to-be to come in and
register your showers through
our Bridal Registry.
Let our associates assist
you in choosing just the right
gift for your new home.
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Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Fabric and lace create teasured keepsakes
With the traditional wedding
season soon upon us, now is the
time to start thinking about shopping for the perfect engagement,
shower and wedding gift. Instead of going to a department
store, why not head to your local
craft or fabric store and create
that special wedding keepsake.

You11 find that a homemade gift
is often more meaningful,just as
beautiful and professional, yet
inexpensive to make.
According to Susan Brandt,
director of communications for
the HIA, "Today, some of the
most popular shower and engagement gifts are decorative

We invite you
to join our
Bridal Registry
and make your
choices from our
large selection of
decorative accessories
and pottery.

To make a wedding photo
album, youll need a three-ring
photo album(103/4" x 11 1/2"), 3/4
yard of 45" fabric such as white
or cream satin, 12" x 24" of quilt
batting, two 10" x 11 1/2" mat
boards, edge trims such as lace,
and decorations for the front
Covet.
To assemble the album, cut
fabric 1" larger than the open
photo album and quilt batting the
same size as the album. Place
material wrong side up and cen-

Set The Scene

•

wedding videotape-box covers
and fabric-covered wedding
photo albums and guest books.
These gifts are easy to create
using a few simple materials."
To make an attractive case to
hold a wedding video, you will
need a white plastic video tape
box, 10" x 13" of fabric such as
white or cream satin, a 9" x 12"
piece of quilt batting, and edge
trim such as lace or eyelet. To
decorate the front of the box, you
may wish to add gold rings,
pearls, ribbons and flowers. If
you are working with satin, be
sure to keep your hands and your
work area clean and dry.
Begin assembling the box by
cutting the fabric I" larger than
the open box. Cut the batting the
same size as the box. Place fabric
wrong side up on your work
surface and center the batting on
it. Place the box directly over the
batting and glue the edges of the
fabric to the inside rim to cover
the rough edges. Fold lace edge
trim under 1/4" at each end and
glue to inside spine.
Next, place the box face down
with the cover open. Glue eyelet,
lace or ribbon trim around edges.
To decorate the front of the box,
glue flowers, streamers, rings
and/or pearls to the front cover.

With Flowers

ter the batting on it. Place the
album directly over the batting
and glue fabric to the inside
edges of the album, both front
and back sides. Glue eyelet, lace
or ribbon around the inner edges
of the album.
Next, cut two pieces of fabric
I" larger than the mat boards and
glue the fabric to them, turning
the cut ends under. Glue one
board to the front inside cover of
the album and the other to the
back inside cover. Decorate the
front of the album.
Making a wedding guest book
is the same as creating a wedding
album, and you can use the same
directions. You'll need a guest
book(6" x VA"), ln yard of45"
fabric,6" x 15'/2" of quilt batting,
and decorative lace, pearls, flowers, etc.
"With a little time and effort,
you car create original and trea-

*Free Wedding
Coniatation
*Fresh and Si[.
glowers
•Bnus 51kI11*ng
Equipment Xental

By The Associated Press
A wedding picture version
of its Showbox series has been
introduced by Burnes of
Boston.
The wedding Showbox, with
a soft white frame accented
with a floral mat, holds up to
40 pictures which can be
rotated for display in the
frame. Both 34 - by 5-inch
and 4- by 6-inch versions are
available. A coordinated storage sleeve embossed with a
rose design and "Wedding
Memories" title also holds

Specializing in
wedding photography
for over 10 years, our
professional, highly
experienced photographers will make sure
all the special moments
of your wedding are
beautifully captured
OW:
Mon.-Fri.
6-5
Sat. 8-12
609V2 South 4th

753-9514

For further information, contact Judith O'Brien or Allan Hiss,
Craft and Hobby Information
Bureau, 259 Baldwin Road, Parsippany, NY 07054, 1-800-6457651 or 1-800-299-8090.

i

•

Un-albums for
wedding photos

r

94(9 wedding
would be
COMptete without
beautiful flowers.

sured wedding or shower gifts at
home," says Ms. Brandt. "To
really personalize the gift, you
can select fabric and colors that
complement the bride's wedding
party or home decor. What's
more, you can create these items
at a fraction of what they sell for
in department and specialty
stores."
Founded in 1940, HIA is a
non-profit trade association consisting of 2600 member companies engaged in the manufaturing
and merchandising of craft and
hobby products. The H1A represents every segment of the craft
and hobby industry.

e
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Dixieland Ctvier • amend St
(i• the breezeway) • IM•rray
753-7050

We 7/ilium 14eautifue Welding Stationtry y CarCcon Craft

negatives.
Wedding Photos to Go
The Big Day as recorded by
family and friends can be
organized by supplying reception tables with single-use
cameras, with a note inviting
guests to shoot wedding
canclids.
Kodak's Fun Saver 35 with
flash has a full roll of Gold
400 film and usage instructions. Processors have been
asked to return the packaging
to Kodak for recycling, the
company says.
Keepsake Keeper
The small memorabilia from
the wedding — the groom's
boutonniere, bride's gloves,
ring boxes, et al — can't be
part of the photo album, but
they can have a permanent
spot in the Wedding Keepsake
Box from the Exposures
catalog.
It looks like a book, is lined
with gold paper, and can be
personalized in gold with
names and wedding date.
Call 1 (800) 572-2502 for a
catalog.
Financial Booklet for
Couples
How you manage your
money as a couple has a lot to
do with how your marriage
fares, so a financial checkup
before the ceremony can save
a lot of grief later, says Kathleen Stepp, a financial consultant and author of a Citibank
booklet, "Money Matters for
Newlyweds."
,.-•,••••••wi

-•••••
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Address financial affairs before wedding
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Do you worry that you don't
have enough savings, or do you
prefer to live paycheck to paycheck? Do you think you should
have joint or individual checking
accounts after the wedding?Do
you know how your spouse-tobe would answer these questions?
Being honest with a prospective mate about attitudes toward
finances has an impact on
whether a marriage succeeds.
Although numerous serveys indicate that money disputes are
common—they can even lead to
divorce—few couples talk in
advance about how they want to
handle money. By the time the
subject comes up, the relationship and/or family finances may
already be in trouble.
What to do? Try to resolve
pocketbook issues before you get
married. "You should determine
what your golas are so you can
choose the best financial vehicles to meet those goals,' advised

Bjourn K. Borgen, president of
the Denver-based Founders
family of no-load mutual funds.
A good way to get started is to
review the past. Borgen suggests. Talk about how your
families handled money.
Chances are you picked up many
of their attitudes. Who controlled the money? How did
your parents behave toward one
another and you when it came to
money matters?
Then, Borgen says, move the
conversation to your own marriage. Do you want to pool your
money or keep it separate?
Which one of you will take
charge of paying the bills? Expect conflicts in your styles, but
understand they can be resolved
with understanding, compromise
and communication.
Managing Your Money
Probably the best approach to

How to save your dress
CORVALLIS, Ore. (AP) —
Saving your wedding dress —
for the next generation or just
to keep for sentiment —
involves more than just stowing it away, says a textile specialist at Oregon State
University.
The first step is to make
sure the gown is clean. Most
modern gowns will have care
labels, but fragile older or
antique dresses may call for
care by a textile conservator,
she says.
Once cleaned, the gown
should be stored in an acidfree box with acid-free tissue.
A local museum may sell you
these materials or help you
find another source for them,
she says.
She advises against hanging
the dress in the closet, since
gravity can take its toll. Folding is better, but with as few
folds as possible. Crumpled
acid-free tissues placed inside
the folds will keep them from
creasing.
— Light. Ultraviolet light
exposure can cause more damage than any other factor, she
says. Sunlight is the worst, but
fluorescent and incandescent
lights also can be harmful.
"The best solution is to keep
things out of the light."
— Humidity and temperature. If the relative humidity is
too high, it can invite mold
and mildew; too low, the fabric becomes brittle and creates
static electricity, which attracts
dust. Pedersen recommends an

optimum relative humidity of
45-60 percent, with temperatures ranging from 60 to 75
degrees.
— Microorganisms. The
bacteria that cause mold or
mildew are also attracted by
soil on the gown — another
good reason for pre-storage
cleaning. Good ventilation also
helps fend off these
microorganisms.

managing your money is to share
in all financial matters from
budgeting to investing. Not only
is this the most equitable approach, it could be vital should
one of you die or become incapacitated.
Decide how income will be
shared, establish a household
budget and determine how much

The
Panhandler
Bel-Alr Center • 753-3679

"Money for the long term, such
as for a child's college tuition or
your retirement, should be invested for growth of capital.
Since you won't be needing that
money for many years, you can
afford to be more aggressive
with it and ride out the market
fluctuations which inevitably occur."
News USA

Make your wedding dress
By The Associated Press
The sure way of getting the
wedding dress you dream of
and getting it without spending
a small fortune is to make it.
About 40 percent of brides
have their gowns sewn at
home or by dressmakers, estimates the Sewing Fashion
Council. Cost is a factor, but
getting custom fit, style, fabric
and color also are strong reasons, says Caryl Svendsen
council
Deiches,
spokeswoman.
Some brides, family members, or local dressmakers can
design and execute original
gowns from scratch. Others
can individualize commercial
patterns; home sewers can find
bridal designs by Alicyn
Wright from McCall's and by
Jessica McClintock from
Simplicity, for example.
A defined silhouette is currently popular with brides,

You're making a new start so why settle for
less? Choose only the finest.
Gift Baskets,
Louisville Stoneware,
Krups Coffee,
Expresso &
Cappucino Makers,
Magnalite Professional
Cookware, Schott
Zwiesel Stemware,
Much, Much More!

income will go toward savings
and investments. Also, establish
a clear idea of what you want to
invest or save for in order to
choose the best financial vehicles to meet those goals.
"If you're a young couple
saving for a house and want to
buy within a couple of years,
invest conservatively to protect
your principal," Borgen advises.

says Susan Khalje, a bridal
coutuner. "Simpler styles call
for sophisticated material.
Rich fabrics such as silk, silk
pcau de soie and satin are ide-

al when creating a gown.
Complemented with a French
lace, these fabrics offer simple
elegance."

Starts At...

94dEly 9aufier4
308 N. 12' St.
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753-9959

Weddings
Anniversaries
Birthdays
Special
Occasions
Social
Gatherings
Cakes...
Made To Order
Cakes, Caterings & Reception
Planning

Guilin Cakes & Things
Jimmy & Vicky Geurin

Rt. 06 Box 330. Murray • 436-2199
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II Local ministers...
FROM PAGE 2
the chance to take part in a
rather unusual setting, with a
husband and wife performing
the ceremony. David and Anne
Marie Montgomery, co-pastors
of First Presbyterian Church in
Murray, have performed two
weddings together.
"We request that they meet
with us three times for
counseling before the wedding
and again six months after; we
stress that the relationship
doesn't end after the ceremony, and since Anne Marie
and I have been married for 14
years, we do the wedding
counseling together, and we
have the experience of being
married to draw from," David

said.
He said that he usually performs a homily, or short sermon of scripture readings during the ceremony, and that
when he and his wife jointly
perform weddings, they both
preach. "They both went well,
and we've been well received
here," he said.
Montgomery said that one
of the things he stresses for
the ceremony is that the music
be appropriate for a church
service. "A lot of the songs
now say '1 love you for the
moment' or 'I love you for
sex,' and I don't feel that
those are appropriate," he said.
"The marriage commitrnent
between husband and wife is
made in front of the congregation and in front of God, and

Cetedding Treasures
vie -

Ip

'Hand-Painted Pottery
*Household Gifts
*Frames
*Baskets

*Invitations
*Wrapping Paper
You Notes
'Thank
Th
*Greeting Cards

e

during the ceremony, we
encourage the congregation to
sing a hymn for the glory of
God.
"We try to glorify God
through the wedding and not
elevate the bride or groom," he
said.
The Rev. Montgomery said
that couples are allowed to
write their own vows as long
as they include the phrase, "till
death do us part." "We pre*
that the ceremony be inside
the church building, but we
don't require it, because God
is present in all situations," he
said. "And couples don't have
to be Presbyterian for us to
marry them."

Dr. Earwood said that since
he assumes the two people
love and trust each other, he
tries to help them develop a
friendship and like for each

FROM PAGE 3
Ringbearer Or Trainbearer
It is not necessary to have
either a ringbearer or trainbearer.
However, if you do know one of
two cute little boys about four Of
five, you may want to let them
take part. The nngbearer or trainbearer may also be a little girl. It
so, she should be dressed the
same as the flower girl. The
duties are minimal, but the child-

Three Secrets o Be A
Beautiful Bride
Hair...A flattering style to cool:demerit your beautiful
headpiece.
Makevp...Our exdusive lbw of Aveda cosmetics
& skin care that will enhance your
natural beauty and glow.
Nails...Our nail tedmicians specialize in nail
sculpturing nail art, manicuring and
pedicuring

HOLLAND DRUGS 1

other. "It's good for them to
both have the same spiritual
values, but they don't have to
be of the same denominations;
we do encourage them to both
be Christians, though," he
said. "During the ceremony, I
try to make comments about
both of them and tie them in to
a spiritual dimension."

•Party...

Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor of
First Baptist Church in Murray, also likes to have premarriage counsel with the
prospective bride and groom.
"We explore their personal
history and 1 ask them why
they are ready to take the 'big

—New Spring Home Decorations-Arriving Weekly

Downtown-Court Square

step,'" he said. "We also go
over the scriptural views of
marriage, discuss possible conflicts and plan the ceremony."

753-1462

1800 Dodson Ave.

ren look adorable and add a
special touch.
'The ringbearer carries the
ring or rings tied by a ribbon on a
satin or lacy pillow.
'The ringbearer may walk
alone or with the flower girl, but
precedes the bride.
'The trainbearer carries the
bridal gown train, following the
bride down the aisle.
For more information, contact
Beverly Clark, 6385 B Rose
Lane, Carpinteria, CA 93013, 1800-888-6866.

•Reception...
FROM PAGE 4
appeared on numerous television
and radio programs, and have
been featured in hundreds of
newspaper and magazine articles. Beverly is now a contributing feature editor and the wedding expert for Bridal Guide
magazine and both the AP and
UPI consult with her as their
wedding authority.
For further information, contact Beverly or Nelson Clark,
The Beverly Clark Collection,
6385 B Rose Lane, Carpinteria,
CA 93013. The telephone number is I-800-888-6866.
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Noritake Mikasa Dansk
Gorham 1(eed & Barton Oneida
Names you can depend on for the best in
Crystal, China, Silver and Stainless.
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At Mtarcry's Pier 1 imports. we strive to offer tablewcre collections
that reflect the latest trends In decorative dinnerware and keep a
fabibus table setting affordable and practical. To do this. Fier 1
offers a brood range of clInnerwcre to appeal to our customers'
varied tastes and (lining needs. In odcltion to Pier is exckalve
designs,youl find tie over popular dinnerware by Nancy Calhoun.
Inc., Pfattzgraff and Treasure Craft. Plus. glassware. lablecioths.
pioce mats, napidns & napkin rings. are aN designed to give
customers a total tabletop solution
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See us at the
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